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Introduction. 
 
  For many years I’ve been interested in mining history, 
and over this period have accumulated large amounts of 
research material on a variety of subjects. One of the areas 
of study, concerned the working of women on the surface 
at collieries in the North West UK – the famous “Pit Brow 
Lasses” 
 
 

 
 
   This volume is merely a collection of the information and 
photo’s that I have collected together. It is not strictly a 
book on the subject, merely a collection of material 
gathered from a wide variety of sources, booklets, internet, 
photocopies of material given to me etc. In many cases, the 
original owners or writers of much of the material are not 
known to myself. Where the source is known I have 
acknowledged this fact, and others have given their 
permission to use their work.  
 
   Some authors I have been unable to contact, and I do 
apologise in advance to anyone who feels that I have 
copied or used their personal work or information - and if 
they wish to get in touch with me at d.lane@btinternet.com 
I will ensure they are either fully acknowledged – or if they 
request it, their material will be removed from future 
editions of this publication.  
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   This book has been available on the Internet free of 
charge for a number of years. Despite being freely 
available, I get a never ending number of requests to make 
it available in book form ….. this is the result!  
 
Some extra material has been added to this bound edition. 
 
 
Dave Lane  
October 2007 
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Pit Brow lasses. Who were they? 
 

   Following the Shaftesbury Commissions report of 1842 
concerning the employment of women and young children 
in coal mines, the Coal Mines Act was passed in 
Parliament and became effective from August 1842. It 
stated that within three months, all females who were under 
18 years of age had to cease underground working. It went 
on to say that with effect from the 1st March 1843 all 
women, whatever their age, must stop working 
underground. 
 
   This news was not well received by many mining 
families. For many, the loss of wages of those now 
forbidden to work underground placed many families in 
dire financial circumstances. Many families were on 
subsistence level even before the Act came into effect. 
There were voices saying “These humanity mongers, 
should have first considered giving compensation, before 
interfering with the wages of the poor”. It was reported in 
Bolton, Lancashire that colliers “complained loudly of the 
injury that has been inflicted on their families, by 
preventing the females accustomed to working 
underground from obtaining an honest livelihood”. 
 
   As the first Inspector of Mines was not appointed for 
another eight years it comes as no surprise to learn that in 
many areas, the laws forbidding women underground was 
not strictly adhered to. There are a number of records that 
indicate some women merely dressed in men’s clothes and 
carried on working underground for some years with 
colliery management turning a “blind eye” to the practice. 
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After the Mines Inspectorate came into being, there seems 
to have been only isolated cases of women working 
underground although in some areas (mainly in Wales) the 
practice lingered on for over a quarter of a century. 
 
   The 1842 Mines Act did not forbid girls and women 
working on the surface within the colliery, and it was these 
people who came to be known in Lancashire as Pit Brow 
Lasses. They had different names in different parts of the 
country, South Staffordshire pit bank women, the tip girls 
in South Wales and Scotland’s pit head women. Records 
seem to indicate that the use of pit head girls was 
concentrated in certain areas, West Lancashire, Shropshire, 
South Staffordshire, South Wales, Cumberland and 
Scotland.  
 
   The women worked at various jobs on the surface, 
ranging from loading wagons to sorting coal and a number 
dressed in quite a distinctive way, so much so that in the 
early 1900’s they were depicted in many picture postcards 
and photographs. Many attempts were made over the years 
to ban them from all colliery work but their spirited fight 
opposing any new laws was successful and they were 
employed until the early 1960’s & 70’s - with the last two 
remaining pit brow lasses being made redundant  from 
Harrington No 10, Lowca in Cumberland on the 1st July 
1972. 
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A Pit Brow Wench for me. (Author unknown) 
 
I am an Aspull collier, I like a bit of fun 
To have a go at football or in the sports to run 
So goodbye old companions, adieu to jolity, 
For I have found a sweetheart, and she’s all the world to 
me. 
 
Could you but see my Nancy, among the tubs of coal, 
In tucked up skirt and breeches, she looks exceedingly 
droll,  
Her face besmear’d with coal dust, as black as black can 
be, 
She is a pit brow lassie but she’s all the world to me. 
 
 
The problems encountered trying to stop women 
working down the pits! 
 
   Many people nowadays assume that women in the 1840’s 
would have been happy when the legislation was enacted, 
banning all females from underground pit work. There is 
ample proof in documentation that this may not have been 
strictly true. The industry at that time employed many 
thousands of women who worked underground and even 
those “enlightened” employers who attempted to obey the 
law often encountered problems trying to follow the letter 
of the law. 
 
   During an investigations into the employment of women 
and young children in 1942, J L Kennedy said : 
 
   “MrPeace, the agent for Lord Balcarres, near Wigan, 
stated to me that his Lordship was anxious to discontinue 
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the employment of females in his collieries in the 
neighbourhood of Haigh, Aspull and Blackrod, but the 
system had been carried on for so many years and there 
were so many females employed in them, that it would be 
impossible to dispense with them on a sudden” 
 
As late as 1846, Peace wrote: 
 
“We are suffering great loss and inconvenience through 
the employment of women by the proprietors of collieries 
on all sides of us. About a dozen men have left our 
Aberdeen Colliery and moved to Burgh Colliery near 
Chorley because there, their wives and daughters are 
allowed to work down the pit. I am reliably informed that 
upwards of 30 women are employed in one pit at that 
colliery. It is the property of Mr Hargreaves of Bolton. Our 
Aberdeen Pit is in consequence of this being carried on 
with  about two thirds of its full complement which causes 
us great loss; the expense of keeping open, ventilated and 
drained the workings as well as engineers and other 
numerous attendants paid by day wages being nearly the 
same for a small produce of coal as for a large. 
 
At Mr Wood’s colliery near our central pits in Haigh, he is 
knowingly employing great numbers of women, whom I 
frequently meet returning from his colliery to their 
residence in Haigh and who frequently ask me to allow 
them to resume their labours in our own pits, seeing that it 
would be much more convenient and agreeable to 
themselves to work in our minds which are better 
ventilated and generally in better and safer condition than 
many of those in the neighbourhood, and seeing that Lord 
Ashley’s Act is openly disregarded by our neighbours on 
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every side. These instances is two out of fifty I could 
adduce if necessary.” 
 
   Although many employers complied with the laws, many 
others did not! At a meeting of the Manchester Geological 
Society (held in Wigan) in 1871 a Mr E W Binney said: 
 
“Though I was partly instrumental in getting the 
employment of women in this degrading way put to a end, 
the measure caused a great deal of trouble, and I must 
admit was accompanied by much individual hardship. 
Some of the women earned excellent wages, and when the 
Act came into operation the deprivation of employment 
caused them much suffering. A good many continued long 
afterwards to work on the sly.  
 
Three or four years after the Act had passed I was going 
out one day from Ince to Wigan, when I met a woman who 
had just come out of a pit. I said to her “I thought they did 
not allow you or work in the pit now?” and she said “No, 
they donnott, but one gets down on the sly. I cannot see 
that I am not as well employed there as anywhere else. I 
cannot see why women should not conduct themselves in 
pits as well as in factories. I have an old woman at home to 
support: I wish these chaps that got the women taken out of 
the pits would pay me the 3 shillings a week less wages 
which I get now”. She had been used to getting 11 shillings 
a week before, but after the Act passed, as she could only 
work “on the sly” her wages were reduced to 8 shillings a 
week. It was a pity to take them out of the pit so suddenly”. 
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The Pit Brow Lasses. (author & source unknown)  
 

 
   “The Pit Brow Lasses worked on the surface. A diarist by 
the name of Arthur J Munby recorded in text, photographs 
and drawings the working lives of these women. They 
loaded 20 wagons a day with coal they called “slack” 
(pieces of loose coal) and they then pushed coal wagons 
along the embankment. 

 
   One story he 
tells is of a woman 
who dressed as a 
man so she could 
work 
underground. She 
crawled through 
the muddy tunnels 
for between 200 to 
300 yards pulling 
the coal truck she 
was harnessed to. 
There were no 
rails along which 

the wagon travelled. Her underground work was short lived 
once it was realised she was female. To the question why 
did she want to work underground she simply answered “I 
liked it”. 
 
   Munby describes their working clothes. The girls wore a 
padded cotton hooded bonnet. It was of pink, blue or black 
in colour. They wore a blue striped shirt. Over it was a 
double-breasted waistcoat. It was ragged and patched 
throughout. Fustian or corduroy was the material their 
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trousers were made from, but they were often patched. 
They wore clogs that were fastened with brass clasps. 
 
   Once Munby was in the home of a Wigan mining family. 
The date was 1860. It was towards evening when into the 
house burst two daughters aged 15 and 16. They were 
called Ellen and Jane who were “Pit Brow Lasses”. They 
came into their home shouting and laughing as if they were 
lads at the fair. They were dressed in their pit clothes and 
were as black as the ace of spades. Their black faces were 
covered in sweat because they had been racing each other 
home. It seems they were late for their meal of supper of 
Irish Stew. It was a tasty meal made of potatoes, vegetables 
and meat. Their mother scolded them for being late but the 
girls explained that they had done extra work and had to 
wait for their wages.” 
 

Moss Hall Colliery, Wigan. 
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The pit mouth 1898. View shows both men and women 
handling the tubs. Photo by Taylors of Platt Bridge. The pit 
is believed to Moss Pit at Ince. 
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A foreigner’s view of Pit Brow Girls. 
 

   The following is taken from “Les Entrailles de la Terre” 
by E. Caustier, Libraire 63, Boulevard Saint Germain 63, 
Paris. It was written in 1902. 
 
   “If we visit the important mines of Wigan, we see female 
workers occupied on the pit site, as in France. Certain 
ones receive at the pit bank, at the entrance to the shaft, the 
tubs full of coal which they push towards the mechanical 
tippler placed above the screens and picking belt. Others 
are employed in sorting the coal; they form a complete 
group which is a curious sight by the type of costume and 
the facial expressions, some of these people being small 
girls rather than teenagers.  
 
   The frail limbs and childlike faces of some of them 
indicate that only light work could humanely be asked of 
them, so that concentration plays a greater part in their 
work than muscular effort. 
 
   Their costume, in other ways very simple, consists of a 
type of trouser which only just covers the knee, and which 
has a very short skirt over it which is almost hidden by an 
apron whose light colour, sometimes white, makes a 
singular contrast in all the sombreness; they wear over the 
top half a Scottish shawl of various colours and design. 
Finally, they wear on their heads a type of hat which 
protects them from the coal dust. It must be added that they 
wear on their feet a type of boot, the upper part being in 
leather, but whose sole being extremely thick is often made 
of wood. 
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   The picture of different groups of sorters shows the 
exactitude of what was stated earlier, that is to say, that 
these young girls have a taste for feminine things and a 
love of ribbons. Most of them in fact wear around their 
neck ties, whose folds will soon become nothing more than 
little nests of coal dust”. 

 
 
   At least three novels have been written about pit brow 
girls, the most recent one being “The Rose” by Martin 
Cruz Smith – published in 1996– a tale about a friendship 
between a pit brow lass and the daughter of the pit owner. 
 
   There is another one called "Pit Brow Wench" by Meg 
Hutchinson. 
 
   An earlier book (published in 1877 – but still available 
today, is “That Lass o’Lowrie’s” by Frances Hodgson 
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Burnett (who also wrote “The Secret Garden”). Much of 
this book is written in Wigan dialect and tells the fictitious 
tale of a pit brow lass, her dreams and her hopes for the 
future. 

Pemberton Colliery, Wigan 

 
          Photo by Louisa  Millard, Wigan
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True Story of a Lancashire Pit Brow Lass 
Mrs P Holden. 

 
(this article was written in 1947 by Mrs Holden and it has 
appeared in various publications. It refers to the period in 
the 1890’s. This particular copy was taken from the 
Journal of the North West Labour History Group Issue 11, 
pages 1 to 7 - but I have also seen it elsewhere) 
 
   At the age of 13 I started to work at a Coal Pit, called 
Duxberry Park Colliery, near Adlington. 
 
   Now during that time, I lived at Tinklers Barracks. I had 
3 miles every morning to go to my work, so it tied me to 
get up every morning at 4 o’clock, as I did odd jobs about 
the house, before setting out to my work, at 5 0’clock. 
 
   I had to travel down Hogg Lane, and it was unpleasant to 
travel alone, before the trees was cut down, in Tree Steps 
Wood, but I did it for 10 years, in all sorts of weather. I 
was tied, to start off for my work at 5 o’clock, if I wanted 
to meet other Pit Brow Lassies for company, at bottom of 
Hoggs Lane to Pit as there was about 10 Lassies from 
Chorley, and we used to all meet together on River Yarrow 
Bridge. 
 
   So off I set out, with my basket on my arm, and a full can 
of tea in my hand. I wore a red head wrap, tied around my 
head, to keep the coal dust out of my hair, then a nice 
shoulder shawl thrown over my head wrap. I wore a black 
velvet blouse, and a blue striped Pit Skirt. I made my own 
Pit Brats, out of Irish Linen. I wore a man’s jacket to come 
home in, also pit breeches as well, I took a pride in my 
clogs, they shone like a raven. 
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   Off I set out to my work, singing to myself, happy as a 
lark. Some mornings would be pitch dark, sometimes bitter 
cold frosty mornings; raining, snowing, or blowing, made 
no difference I had to keep going. I remember, one very 
cold morning, it was knee deep in snow, there was a 
blizzard on, it had been snowing all night. I don’t know 
how I got down Hoggs Lane, I was covered in snow and I 
kept falling down. As the snow fell down, it seemed to 
freeze on my face, but I kept plotting through. I didn’t half 
rub my hands, and suck my fingers, even rub them in my 
hair. Above once I have cried, I have been that cold, and so 
far to travel, but I kept going until I got to Yarrow Bridge 
Hotel. The lassies was waiting, we could not get any 
further. First one miner, then another shouting, come on 
Lassies get hold of our jackets, at back of us, and we’ll pull 
you to top of Bolton Road. So we was glad of the offer, 
they kept saying, walk in our foot marks, and we did, and 
they made us puff. It kept up snowing, we got at top of 
Bolton Road.  
 
We kept meeting miners, as had been working on night 
shift. As we cross the road to go up Wigan Road, the 
miners coming back kept shouting, “Turn back lassies, 
everything is blocked wi’ snow, ther’ll be nowt doing 
today, the cont even shunt wagons under Screens, ther’s 
nowt coming up Pit, only Neetmen”. So we turned back for 
Whoam, plotting back in snow, icicles on our noses, miners 
was the same. We got as far back as River Yarrow Bridge. 
There was a Trap passed us with a miner in it, plotting 
through the snow, going towards Chorley. We stopped to 
watch it. There happened to be an old miner in his black 
face, stood on River Yarrow Bridge, watching the same. If 
I am not mistaken, it was Old Derry Off Duke. We asked 
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him id somebody had got hurt, he says, as he turned round 
very quick, “I ink there is, two or three, B legs broke”. We 
had to laugh, but we soon found out, it was a miner, that 
had been on night shift had got hurt, and they was taking 
him to Rawcliffe Hospital. 

Postcard by Taylors of Platt Bridge. “Girls Screening 
Coal” No 2. 
Morning after, we went to our work as usual, the snow 
shifters had been, and made a road for us to travel. We 
manage to get to Pit, but we had no empty wagons, so they 
sent us running full tubs of coal on Pit Top, as we call it Pit 
Brow. We used to wait on Brow for full tubs of coal 
coming up in cage. The Brow man would be waiting for 
cage coming up, he would lift up the lever, and push the 
full tubs out of the cage with his foot. No time lost, the 
Lassies grabs the tub, and runs it to a shoot, which has a 
tippler, attached to the shoot. We kick the tub of coal, 
down the shoot, and it runs into a wagon, in rail road 
below. Now that shoot is called through and through, 
because more dirt than coal goes down it, copperas as well. 
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Now that coal is to be stacked in rooks, until we get 
enough empty wagons, to carry on our own work in the 
Screens. Now, if you’ll take notice, stacked coal, if stacked 
too long, it starts smouldering. That is with copperas, being 
left in the coal, when it is being stacked. 
 
   Now there was three shoots, and two steel moving belts, 
each shoot had a shaker attached to it, an iron riddle, as 
made slack. There was a cobble belt, nut belt, there was 
seven Lassies on a belt, three on each side, then one lass 
close to shoot, with an iron rake, ready to spread the coal 
out, as it was tippled down the shoot. On the belt, at the 
other end of the belt, there was a very small shoot, as the 
coal left the belt it dropped down the Small Shoot, into a 
eight ton wagon below Screens, in rail road. It was blowing 
or raining, the coal dust would fly up small shoot, into your 
face and eyes. We did not need rocking when we got back 
home. We was sending as many as, twenty, or over, 
wagons of coal out per day. Now we had to pick copperas, 
and dirt out of the coal. Now the copperas was thrown into 
a copperas box until we had picked ten ton, then after, it 
had to be thrown on the Belt, and run into a ten ton wagon. 
That was sent away to big works  to be melted down for 
different purposes. They paid the Lassies a shilling per ton, 
seven Lassies, that used to happen every three months. 
 
   Now the dirt, as we picked out of the coal during the day, 
had to be thrown at back of us until we knocked out at 4 
o’clock. Then the Brakes Man would shunt a dirt wagon, 
under the belt so we had to start again, shovelling it on belt, 
and we was dead tired. It took us an hour to fill a dirt 
wagon. We was leaving Pit at 5 o’clock, and I had three 
miles to walk back to Whoam. 
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   Next day, we would be on a Sample Wagon, a big order 
had come in for House Coal Nuts, and not until that Wagon 
was full, dare we look up. While picking out Dirt Copperas 
and even Shale, while our fingers bled at the end. We had 
to do it, forsake of us losing fresh orders. We all had an 
iron chipper, that’s to chip copperas off coal, and throw 
remainder on belt, and pick out the dirt at the same time off 
belt, as was going past us. 

 
   We had half hour’s break for dinner, and, at that time, I 
was getting one and twopence per day for a long time. I 
worked six days per week and never once late. To prove it, 
I had a Tally, my number was 952, always on the nail at 
six. Yes, one and twopence a day, seven shillings per week, 
threepence stopped out for Sick Pay. I got threepence to 
spend, and when my mother handed to me, she said, “Here 
Wench be careful, don’t spend it all at once”. I said “O 
Reet mother” but I did not know how to start spending it 
because I had my own clothes to buy, but I understood 
Mother. You see, I had no father, and I was going through 
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a lot of clogs, with Wagon trimmings, but I copied from 
the miners. As I had to iron my own clogs, I put two sets of 
irons on my clogs, the small set in the middle. They were 
pretty heavy, but I never bothered if I was saving Mother 
something. As I said, I love my work, and always look for 
morning coming, but, that Hoggs Lane, used to get me 

down in winter.  
 
   I remember one very dark morning, it rained heaven’s 
hard, it was that dark, I had to touch the wall now again to 
know as I was on the right path. As I got to end of the wall, 
I stop dead, I heard a voice of a man saying, “Hello, where 
are you going a morning like this”. I could hardly speak, 
then I said, to my work to pit. He asked me if I had seen 
any Police hanging around, I said in a trembling voice, 
“No, you are the first man I have seen, and you have 
frightened me to death”. He says, “I won’t harm you, get 
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gone, and if you meet any Policemen, keep your mouth 
shut, if not I will shut it for you with the end of this gun, I 
know your time”. “You won’t get away from little Cubin 
as easy as you think”. I kept on walking, and said, “No, I 
won’t tell”. You see, he had frightened me, and as I was 
only a girl, and I kept my promise, and never told, because 
I had to travel down Hoggs Lane, years after that. But it 
was about Christmas time, but as cute as he was, I could 
hear, there was above one Christmas dinner in the sack. 
But I never saw him again, but all that day though I was 
worried. The Lassies thought I was ill, with being quiet, 
but I was thinking of the Black Shadow. But same day, one 
of the rods belonging to the Pit cage, went wrong so we 
knocked out, and I got home before dark came on. I was 
glad for sake of Hoggs Lane, I always seem to live in fear, 
but I was put to the test, and I had to do it. 
 
   Now, next morning when I reached the Pit, I had to go 
trimming wagons. There was ten full wagons which had 
been filled night before, lying in wagon road; so I took my 
pick, and threw it on the first wagon, I got on the wagon 
bumper, then into the wagon; as the wagons kept moving 
down the lines, as I was trimming them, making room for 
other empty wagons, to be shunted, under the screens or 
shunts. By the time I had trimmed my wagons, it had got 
dinner time. We had half hour for dinner. Then, another 
lass would go and trim wagons, and I would be sent into 
Bone-Coal, to do my share of work there, where Bone-
Coal was being tipped down the shoot, a tub every ten 
minutes. There was an iron door across the shoot with iron 
lever attached to the iron door. Now that was to stop the 
force of the coal for going too swiftly into the Bone-Coal 
wagon, below in the rail road below the shoot. Every now 
and again, the Brakes man would lower the Bone-Coal 
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wagon as it was getting full. Now the coal in the shoot 
would be held up until the Brakes man would shout, 
“Kech-um-oer”. Then I would be quick, lift up the lever, 
while aboput two tons of coal slided in the wagon below. 
Now, as that wagon was being filled, the Pit Engine would 
draw along side of my wagon. I had to leave the iron-lever, 
jump into the bone coal wagon while in motion. I would 
have to hand large cobs of coal to the Engine Driver, until 
his coal box was full. His name was Jim Seddon, from 
Adlington, as I handed the coal too. By that time, my 
wagon had got full of bone coal, the pit engine would draw 
the wagon from under the shoot down the rail road as I had 
trimmed, the same wagon as it was being filled. It was a 
ten ton bone wagon, we was sending as many as twenty, or 
over, of bone coal out each day. It was steam coal, and, we 
was in need of it for our ships, as tere was a war on, South 
African War. We could not afford to lose a second, and the 
miners, browmen, lassies, worked very hard. While it 
lasted, we had not time to spit out. I seen the miners come 
up pit, wet through with sweat, wiping their faces on their 
caps, and staggering home, too double. No busses, no 
baths. First thing as they did when they got on Wigan Road 
going home, stop down, and get his old clay pipe from 
under the hedge, and beg a match off a passer by. The 
lasses used to say, it’s funny as they don’t forget where 
they have hidden these pipes at morning. I said “ A miner 
never forgets, he marks everything out with white chalk, or 
string”. A miner is a good sport, but mind you, he works 
for it. I shall never forget how hard the miners worked, 
while we was waiting for Wire coming through. As Lady 
Smith and Mafeking was taken by the British, it came 
through just after dinner time. The miners knocked out, and 
came up Pit, the Pit Brow Lassies were waiting to cheer 
them, and has they came up Pit, they handed us a piece of 
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coal, for a souvenir, and this piece of coal was given to me, 
by a young miner. Then all the lassies went back into their 
cabin, and we had a rough five minutes, singing and 
dancing. Then we all went home in our black faces, and 
one or two miners had their caps at slope. I noticed one old 
miner, he must have had an accident with his jacket, it was 
torn right up back, as far as the collar. One miner, as was at 
back of him, kept shouting, “By Gum Owd Man, Thou’s 
Been Having a Ripping Time”. Just his arms, keeping his 
jacket on, unbuttoned both front and back. But owd miner 
kept going and shouting back, “A good Soldier never looks 
behind him”. 

 
   A few miners called at Yarrow Bridge Hotel for a drink. 
 
   Morning after, we went back to our work, but we had no 
empty wagons, so we was sent into pit yard down the lines, 
and we had to stack Pit Props. After that, we would have to 
chip mortar off old bricks, and stack them, ready for going 
down the Pit, for building purposes. While my barrow was 
being filed with bricks, I had my photo taken. Now after 
that we would be sent under the screens. As there was 
heaps of coal, and slack lying in wagon road, we had to get 
a spade and throw into an eight ton wagon. It was hard, 
but, I always said, “Hard work never killed nobody”, but it 
often got me down, on sofa. I have been in my black face 
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at morning, odd times. As I said, we had to fill a eight ton 
wagon with overflow slack. Now if we wanted to have a 
drink of water, we had to go to the Throstle Nest Wood, fill 
our cans under the spring, as the water at the Pit tasted of 
oil. 
 
   Now, day after, we would go across to owd Pit, as there 
was two shafts. Now there is a little jig, leads from one Pit 
to the other, on a little gangway over a tall wooden bridge. 
Now, as tubs of coal comes up in cage, the brow man gets 
the fulluns out. The lassies is waiting to run them to the jig, 
hooks them on the jig, runs back for another fullun, as the 
cage is up again. Now, that coal was run across to our Pit, 
and keck down through, and through shoot. Now the 
lassies, got a bit fed up, working on owd brow, as there 
was a furnace down owd pit, and, the sulphur as came up, 
gave us all sore lips, and bad cols, and we all kept 
sneezing. So we all bobbed, so they sent us back on our 
own brow, running tubs. But, nothing got wind up me more 
than Hoggs Lane. 
 
   I remember one morning, it was just breaking daylight, I 
was walking under the Eight Arches, I got always down the 
lane. There was a train going over the Eight Arches, the 
engine driver blew his whistle. I happened to look around, I 
waved my hand, it was Chorley Bob, he was a friend of 
ours. At the same time, I noticed in the thickest part of the 
hedge, a dirty old sack, full of something. I thought to 
myself, “What, hens again”, so I coughed aloud, and a man 
bobbed his head out of top of the sack. His face was black 
as coal, he was very old, and feeble. He said in a weak 
voice, “Sure I am not doing any harm here, am I”. Then, he 
asked me what time it was, I said, “5 o’clock, get back in 
bed”. But I kept looking around to see if he was following 
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me, but did’ent I teck-um over River Yarrow Bridge. I had 
to keep smiling to myself, but on the other hand, I felt 
sorry, poor old man, he was somebodys father. 
 
   Next morning, I thought, I’ll have a change I’ll go on the 
canal bank, I shall keep meeting the boats, but I got a 
surprise instead. I walked under the Perriwinkle Bridge, 
right to the bend, that, is half way to the Three Steps 
Bridge and I noticed a girl, sat down on cob side. She was 
crying. She has her clogs in her hands, and a photograph, 
of a young man, inside one of her clogs. I saw a navy blue 
mack, as if she had been sat on it, and a shant close by. I 
walked close to her, I could see she was in trouble. I asked 
her, “What is the matter with you love”. She said “I have 
been in love, with a young man from Chorley, and he as let 
me down, after two years courtship, and married another 
girl”. She told me, as she had left her Mother heartbroken 
at home. My tea, in my can, was hot just coming from 
home, so I gave her a slice of bread, and a can lid, full of 
tea, and I coaxed her to come with me. She walked with 
me, down canal bank, and through Three Steps Wood. I 
made her promise she would forget him. I told her to cast 
him off her mind, as her face was very beautiful, and it 
would carry her through the world. I told her as there is 
somebody better in view for her. Then I asked her if she 
would go home, and try to piece her mothers broken heart. 
I walked with her as far as Chorley New Road Bridge. 
Before I left her, she put her head on my shoulder, and 
cried again, and she said, “I will go straight back home, 
and promise to forget”. She bid me good morning, and 
asked for my address. She was a factory lass, from Bolton. 
Her parents came to see me and became our family friends. 
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   Morning after, I went to Pit as usual. The Lassies told 
me, there was a big order had come in, from Green Wood 
Flour Mill, from Blackburn; then, another order for nuts 
and cobbles for house cola. We started working in full 
swing until about 1905, there was a strike among miners. 
They got to know as our Pit was in full swing, and the 
strikers got to know as our pit was working. Morning after 
they landed, with all sorts of weapons, some had pick arms. 
One or two of the mob, went into Winching Engine House 
and stopped him for winding coal. Three or four, went on 
brow and, as the cage came up Pit with full tubs of coal, 
the strikers said, “Think on, next tubs as come up the shaft, 
will go down, and not in the cage either, un thee on top of 
it”. So the browman had to walk off brow, and the mob 
took command, while all the miners came up Pit. Most of 
them, had brought their Jack Bit with them from Wigan, so 
we all knocked out, and went whoam, in our black faces. 
There was only odd men. Working on water jobs, keeping 
water out of mine places, at forend. I got five shillings per 
week, while it lasted, out of the sick club, while I was out 
of work. 

 

Gibfield Colliery, Atherton, 1918 
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   Different things used to happen at the Pit. I shall never 
forget, when Mr Halliwell, the manager, went on cage top 
down Pit, with a fitter. Strange to say, he was brought up, 
dead. It was on a Friday afternoon, so we all knocked out, 
and went home, for the rest of the day. 
 
   So, after that happened, we had a rest for a while, and it 
started to come light mornings. It was a pleasure to go to 
my work, especially down Hoggs Lane, and summer 
approaching. It was a pleasure to walk down the lane, and a 
nice summers breeze. I would smell the hawthorn blossom 
on the trees, all way down the lane, and Mr Joseph Hogg’s 
House, had a lovely orchard, all round the house, and his 
front garden, full of lovely flowers. It was a pleasure to 
pass the house. There was Rhododendrons hanging over 
the wall, and, if I am not mistaken, the same tree, is still 
there. Sometime, I would see a rabbit run across road into 
Three Steps Wood, then disappear. I have seen the Stoke 
run in the same direction. I have heard and seen the owl, 
sat on a tree branch, crying like a child. I have heard the 
Cuckoo, at its best in the trees, and different kinds of birds, 
singing and dancing, their top notes. But, I could hear one 
certain bird, above them all, I have often stopped to listen 
under the same tree to its sweet melody, the Thrush. I 
began to fetch crumbs, and place them on the old tree 
stump. It got very tame. It used to fly down, eat the 
crumbs, then, fly into the trees, and whistle the top notes, 
as to say thank you. It echoed through the trees, I could still 
hear it, as I was passing Yarrow Bridge Hotel. I put the 
birds down as my companions in Summer. 
 
   I turned eighteen years old, so I got a rise in my wage, I 
got two shillings a day. I got a rise, in my spendens as well, 
sixpence, that was top limit, both wages and spendens. I 
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began to think I was a Millionaire. I kept turning it over, 
and studying, how to spend it for best. I had my own 
clothes to buy, and very seldom, never too many tasty bits, 
in my basket, we were too poor. So, I thought first smack 
off, I’ll go to Hunt’s Clothing Shop. I’ll treat myself, to one 
yard of Irish Linen, and make myself a nice Pit Brat. From 
there, I go to Makins Bread Shop, for two tram Scotches, 
penny each. I’ll put one in my basket for my Jackbit, and  

Pit Brow Girls "reputed" to be at at Maypole Colliery - 
although the wagons are from Haydock!. 
 
the lassies will think I’m well off. That lot came to five-
pence halfpenny, with the halfpenny I had left, I bought a 
Tommy Dud to break up amongst children. I was studying 
that a Friday night. 
 
   Saturday dinnertime comes, my little comes to me 
crying, “all the other little boys was going to Old Santa’s 
Theatre, to watch a little dog play a Pinhans and I cannot 
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go”. I felt soft, when he was crying and gave him 
threepence. 
 
    Yes, I got two shillings per day, but look at the work I 
had to do for it; even at twenty three, so hard I worked, I 
never got anymore. 
 

   I think the Pit Brow Lassies are well off, towards what 
we was, and less work. I believe they are getting over three 
pounds a week. Look at the Baths, and canteens, and buses, 
all to make them comfortable. What a big contrast! Now 
and then, I only wish I were a bit younger, and I would 
tackle it again with a good heart. I used to think at times, I 
had nobody to look after me, only my Mother, but, I found 
a friend in God for what I suffered, going to work. Lassies 
today, will not do it, but all the same, I had a soft heart. I 
have often cried, when I’ve seen the miners be brought up 
Pit, dead or wounded, wondering, who is he, or were he 
came from. Sometime, he has been under a fall, I mean, 
stone, and it takes longer to get him out. The head gears is 
going round very slowly, and everything goes silent. I 
think a miner should be treated in a proper way, the way he 
is to risk his life, besides having lumps knocked off him, 
while he is digging for coal, for you to burn. 
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   This is my point of view:- Treat the miners in the right 
way, then in return he will treat you, by getting out the 
coal, and if you will sit back and think, the miner is the 
Back Bone of England 
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Amazons amongst the coal tubs. 
By John Hannavy. 

This article was passed to me some time ago and is believed 
to have come from "History Today" magazine during the 
last few years. 
‘Her face besmeared with coal-dust 
As black as black can be, 
She is a pit brow lassie,  
But she’s all the world to me.’ 
 

   Those lines, from a poem published over a century ago, 
were written in celebration of one of the hundreds of 
powerful, resilient, amazon-like women who worked the 
Lancashire coalfields in the early years of the last century. 
These ‘pit brow lasses’ belonged to a hardy group of 
women who eschewed the warmth and damp of the town’s 
cotton mills, preferring instead the outdoor life at the 
pithead. The pit girl to whom these lines were addressed 
worked in one of the many pits in and around Wigan, the 
archetypal mill and pit town, and butt of music hall jokes. 
 
   While most of the other mining areas of the country 
employed an exclusively male workforce, the Lancashire 
coalfield was one of several areas which had a tradition of 
employing women on the pithead coal screens. Here their 
role was to break up the larger lumps of coal and to remove 
the stone or other impurities which often accompanied 
them. Elsewhere in the pit yard they emptied the coal tubs 
which came up from the face, loaded the waiting railway 
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wagons, or they tipped the loaded tubs into the barges 
which waited alongside adjacent canal wharfs. 
 
   The pit brow lasses, so visible in the colliery, were a 
source of widespread curiosity and fascination to many 
people, from the Victorian poet and eccentric Arthur 
Munby (1828-1910) to the postcard collectors of the early 
twentieth century.  
 
   Despite sometimes 
awful working 
conditions, and poor 
wages - at nine shillings a 
week in the years before 
the Great War, they 
earned less than a third of 
what their male 
counterparts on the coal 
screens earned, and less 
than a quarter of the 
earnings of the men 
underground - these large 
and hardy women posed 
proudly in their working 
clothes for the 
photographers employed 
by the town's postcard producers. 
 
   The conditions they endured, however hard, were much 
better than those suffered by their predecessors. Many of 
these women probably had grandmothers and great-
grandmothers who had worked underground. At least 2,000 
women and children had been employed below the surface 
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in Wigan's many dozens of mines, the employment of 
children having been outlawed only in 1842 
 
   When Arthur Munby, visited Wigan's coal mines in the 
1860's, as one facet of his enduring fascination with 
working women, he could not believe the size of the 
amazons he encountered pushing huge coal tubs and 
baskets around the pit yard. He was in awe of the size of 
the shovels they wielded, and the weights they could lift.. 
Himself a large man, Munby felt dwarfed by the women. 
He was fascinated by their work and also by the 
transformation wrought when their work was over - from 
working giant during the day to typically feminine wife 
and mother at home during the evenings and at weekends. 
 
   He commissioned many photographs of the women from 
local Wigan photographers, collecting and filing them 
alongside pictures of their counterparts in the French and 
Belgium coalfields, fisherwomen from Yorkshire and 
elsewhere, and servant girls from London. 
 
   Munby, however, was not unique in his fascination for 
these women. The nineteenth century writer Frances 
Hodgson Burnett, best known for "the Secret Garden" and 
"Little Lord Fauntleroy", was also enthralled by the idea of 
women undertaking such work. Her first successful book, 
"That Lass 0'Lowrie's" (1877), celebrated the life and 
dreams of Jean Lowrie, a fictional Wigan pit brow lass 
who had aspirations. 
 
   Burnett had been born in Manchester in 1849 and moved 
to America as a teenager, returning frequently to the North 
of England in middle age. Not only did she write the first 
book about Wigan's pit girls, but she wrote it in Wigan 
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dialect, creating spellings for a language which was always 
spoken but rarely written down. To make sense of the 
book, it has to be read out loud - for only then does the 
richness of the native tongue of Victorian Wigan come 
alive. 
 
   Over a century later Martin Cruz Smith, an American 
(who came to fame in 1983 as the author of "Gorky Park"), 
trod similar ground when he wrote his 1966 novel "Rose" - 
the story, the story, set in 1872, of Rose Molineux, and of 
an untypical friendship between a pit brow lass and the 
daughter of the mine-owner. 
 
   The widespread fascination which the pit brow girls held 
for people from all walks of life had a curious impact. AS 
figures of some curiosity, and often the subjects of 
photography, many pit brow lasses had to become fashion 
conscious. 
 
   Initially attired in heavyweight fabrics, and sackcloth 
aprons - the sort of robust clothing necessary to withstand 
the rigour of their work - the girls were often criticised for 
their lack of femininity. Indeed questions in Parliament in 
the 1860's suggested that the effect on men of working 
alongside women in male attire - in breeches and short 
skirts, rather than long skirts and leggings - might not be 
healthy. 
 
   Furthermore, there was, it seemed, the corrupting effect 
on the women's morals of having to appear thus dressed in 
public. Indeed, the wearing of "breeches" was seen as a 
peculiarly Wigan custom. Eight miles south, just past 
Haydock, the women worked on the pit brow with long 
dresses and multiple petticoats. Between the two customs, 
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Black Brook was a dividing line - with the girls in "kirtles" 
to the south quite certain that they would be mortally 
ashamed to be seen dressed in the manner adopted by their 
northern counterparts. 

 
   There were several 
attempts to outlaw the 
employment of women on 
the brow, most notably in 
1887 and again in 1911. In 
both events, the attempt 
was defeated, and on both 
occasions Wigan women 
travelled to London to 
participate in the protests 
against the planned 
legislation. According to 
John Hird writing at the 
time "On two occasions 
when suggestions have 
been made of clauses 

being inserted in Acts of Parliament, dealing with coal 
mines, that the pit brow lasses should be abolished, such 
was the indignation among the lasses themselves that they 
sent deputations to the Home Secretary; and the Palace of 
Westminster saw the unusual spectacle of these Lancashire 
girls in their working clothes, donned for the occasion to 
prove to the authorities that their garb was not unfeminine, 
and they themselves were living evidence of the 
incorrectness of statements put forward as to the 
unhealthiness of the their occupation". 
 
   In 1885, the pit brow women found a strong ally in the 
local HM Inspectorate of Mines who wrote in his annual 
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report that their moral character had been "gratuitously 
libelled and their working dress pronounced bold and 
unbecoming". Yet he added, on a personal note, that "I 
have seen no good reasons for legislation to prevent these 
women earning a livelihood at an occupation they have 
chosen; they always appear orderly and industrious, and it 
is a favourite employment" 
 
   By the time the postcard era had arrived in the early 
1900's, the fashion differences between coalfields were less 
marked, with the long rough skirt worn over leggings being 
the norm, and with relatively few collieries still dressing 
their pit lasses in breeches. Trousers remained the order of 
the day in Pemberton Collieries and in the Haigh and 
Aspull Collieries, but at few others. 

 
   This is not to imply that there was a drab uniformity in 
their working clothes. The wives of colliery owners 
delighted in encouraging local uniforms which 
distinguished their pit girls from those of other mining 
companies. The Haigh collieries, for example, operated by 
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the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, dressed their girls in a 
plaid tweed scarf to reflect the owners' Scottish heritage. 
 
   A contemporary French writer, commenting that the style 
of dress was very similar to that in French mines, wrote in 
1902 that "Their costume …. Consists of a type of trouser 
which only just covers the knee, and which has a very short 
skirt over it which is almost hidden by an apron whose 
light colour …. Makes a singular contrast in all the 
sombreness; they wear over the top half a Scottish shawl of 
various colours and design. Finally, they wear on their 
heads a type of hat which protects them from the coal dust 
…… on their feet a kind of boot, the upper part being in 
leather, but whose sole being extremely thick is often made 
of wood." 
 
   In most Wigan mines though, the standard headgear was 
a woven scarf or shawl, the standard footwear the clog. 
 
   The number of women working the screens was in direct 
proportion to the amount of stone or poor quality coal 
being mined, and yet despite the numbers employed in this 
filthy work, women's baths were a rarity - and before the 
1930's, were largely non-existent. By the outbreak of the 
Second World War, women were more usually employed 
in the coal washeries, and this remained the case until they 
generally disappeared from the coalfields in the late 1950's. 
A few continued to work into the 1960's, and the last 
female surface worker in the British coalfield left less than 
30 years ago. 
 
***************************************** 
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The picture below shows the landlord of the Three Crowns 
on Standish Gate, Mr Wright, With two girls from Worsley 

Mesnes Colliery. March 1865. Carte by Miss Louisa 
Millard.
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Pit girls at Crowe Pit, Bryn near Wigan. 

 
A fascinating comparison of pit brow lasses in 

their working clothes and in their Victorian finery. 
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“Wigan’s Pit Brow Lasses”. An account 
written by Frank Hird in 1910 in his 

“Lancashire Stories”. 
 
   “The pit brow lass is one of the features of Wigan, and 
although there has been more than one attempt to prohibit 
the work by the authorities, the opposition of the 'Lasses' 
themselves has so far been triumphant. The girls declare 
that the stacking of coal, pushing wagons from the shaft to 
a stock heap; or raking stones and rubbish from the coal as 
it passes on an endless iron belt in a large sieve; or 

keeping the shoots, down which the coal is tipped into the 
canal boats, clear with a small rake is not hard work.  
Most of the lasses are generally single, the daughters of 
colliers but there are a number of married women amongst 
them and widows. In most collieries where the pit brow 
lasses are employed, if a collier is killed and his widow 
applies for work at the pit brow, she is invariably given a 
place. 
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   A girl must be fifteen before she can be employed, and as 
a rule they give up the work at about twenty or twenty-four 
when they get married. But there are some cases when they 
still go on working, even after marriage, and some years 
ago, on one of the mines at Wigan there was a woman of 
over sixty, who had been at the pit brow all her life. 
 
   The dress of the 'pit brow lass' is distinctive of her 
calling, but is not so mannish as it used to be. She wears a 
pair of trousers, which formerly, were scarcely hidden at 
all, but are now covered with a skirt reaching just below 
the knees. Her head is cunningly bandaged with a red 
handkerchief, which entirely protects the hair from coal 
dust; across this is a piece of cloth, which comes under the 
chin, with the result that only the face is exposed. A flannel 
jacket completes the costume. When she is at work the pit 
brow lass tucks the skirt around her waist, but when she is 
walking to and from home it is let down and there is 
nothing to distinguish her from any ordinary working 
woman. 
 
   The healthiness of the pit brow lasses is proverbial, and a 
manager of one of the large coal mines near Wigan said, 
"We frequently get a lass who has been in a cotton mill, 
and whom the hard life and vitiated air have wrought 
havoc. She sets to work on the pit brow and in a month or 
two she is a different girl altogether and as healthy as her 
companions, which is saying a lot. I hardly think we get 
such strong and hearty girls as we did in bygone years, for 
I can remember many a one who could beat the men with 
the shovel, but our pit brow lasses are still very strong; it 
would amuse you to see them cleaning the engine room 
and places, they get over the floor in no time, and handle a 
big scrubbing brush as though it were a toothbrush. It is 
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mere play to them, I assure you." the same manager said 
that for as long as he could remember, which was a great 
many years, the pit brow lasses had been noted for their 
fresh complexions, and that when they were dressed after 
their working hours, their own foreman often passed them 
without recognising them. 
 
   On two occasions when suggestions have been made of 
clauses being inserted in Acts of Parliament, dealing with 
coal mines, that the pit brow lasses should be abolished, 
such was the indignation amongst the lasses themselves 
that they sent a deputation to the Home Secretary; and the 
Palace of Westminster saw the unusual spectacle of these 
Lancashire girls in their working clothes, donned for the 
occasion to prove to the authorities that their garb was not 
unfeminine. And they themselves were living evidence of 
the incorrectness of statements put forward as to the un-
healthiness of their occupation.” 
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Pit Brow girls (plus four males!) from Nook Colliery. 
A 30 year old Ince pit brow worker. Photo taken in 1863. 
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Munby with Ellen Grounds, aged 22, a pit brow girl who 

worked at Pearson & Knowles's Pits in Wigan. September 
1873. Carte by Robert Little of Wigan 
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Selected extracts from the diaries of A J Munby. (all 
spellings, punctuation etc. are as written in the diary) 
 
Friday 19th August 1859 
 
   Got out of the train at Hindley, where the Wigan coal 
district begins. The first pits I came to were of the Kirkless 
Hall group, three close together, and a bout a quarter of a 
mile from the station. Those black, nondescript creatures 
pushing the wagons along the embankments would not be 
notice by travellers on the line, they would pass for men, 
but I recognised them at once as my stout heart friends, the 
Lancashire colliergirls.  
 
  The costume of these girls and women is always the 
same, and a good useful one it is. A hooded bonnet of 
padded cotton, pink blue or black. A blue striped shirt, 
open at the breast, a waistcoat of cloth, generally double 
breasted – but ragged and patched throughout. Fustian or 
corduroy or sometimes blackcloth trousers, patched with 
all possible materials except the original one, and stout 
clog shoon, brassclipped on their bare feet. Round the 
waist is tucked a petticoat of striped cotton, blue and black, 
rolled up as a joiner rolls his apron: it is never let down, 
and is perfectly useless – only retained as a symbol of sex.  
 
  At the first of the three pits I found four women, all 
young, one was standing with her hands in her pockets, and 
another sitting dangling her legs on the edge of a railway 
coal truck, waiting for coal’s from the pit’s mouth to fill it. 
The third girl I found behind a great bank of coke, digging 
it down with a spade ready for the corves. While talking to 
her, a train of empty corves started down the slope towards 
us from the pits mouth: the fourth girl who was in charge 
of it, took a flying leap, as she set the train a going, and 
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stuck on to one of the corves till they reached the bottom 
where we were: then jumped off, a straightway seized her 
spade and fell to digging without a word. She was a pretty 
brunette of eighteen, strong and healthy: her clothes, even 
her coarse flannel trousers, were in good condition: and 
dirty as she was, she had been woman enough to stick a 
bunch of half ripe wild cherries in the side of her grimy 
bonnet. 

 
Saturday September 

1860 
 
   I went to a neat row 
of stone cottages just 
beyond Frank 
Holme’s ( a public 
house at Springs 
Bridge, near Wigan) 
and knocked at the 
door, which stood 
open, of the centre 
one. I went in, and 
found a room 
comfortable in a rough 
way, but untidy, it 

being cleaning night. Before the blazing fire sat a boy, 
grimy and in pit clothes, resting after his work: and a bony 
sallow girl from a factory was eating her supper at a 
dresser. These were Jane’s brother and sister. Her mother 
came in directly: a stout loud voiced woman, hot tempered 
evidently, but good humoured and kindly in a blunt 
fashion; comely also and neat enough.  
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  She asked me to sit down; I explained about the picture 
(he had come to buy a photograph of Jane in her trousers) 
and she was going to produce it, when shouts and 
trampling of clogs shoon were heard outside, the door was 
driven open, and in burst the two wenches, Ellen Meggison 
and Jane, shouting and tumbling over one another like lads 
at a fair. They were both of course in their pit clothes, and 
as black as ever; and their grimy faces were bathed in 
sweat, for they had been running home all the way. The 
mother instantly began to rate Jane soundly for staying at 
the alehouse and being out so late (it was now 7.30):”Is 
that the way for a respectable young woman?” thundered 
she – evidently not merely because I was present. The girls 
shouted in reply that they had to do overwork and to wait 
for their wages: and the hubbub subsided, and Ellen flung 
herself into a chair, and Jane leaned against the drawers, 
panting and wiping the beaded sweat – and with some of 
the blackness – from her red face, with the end of her 
neckchief.  
 
  It was a singular group – the quiet coaly boy by the fire, 
the sallow pale sister and stout clean mother, and then 
those two young women in men’s clothes, as black and 
grim as fiends and rough and uncouth in manners as a 
bargee, and yet, not unwomanly nor degraded. They soon 
became quiet, after the first burst: and their talk had 
nothing flippant or immodest in it. Jane sat down to her 
supper of Irish stew; scooping the potatoes out of the bowl 
with a wooden spoon, and holding the meat in her black 
fingers while she tore it from the bone with her teeth.  
 
  Her mother and I meanwhile stood and looked at her – 
she eating away unconcerned and hungry – and remarked 
what a fine healthy wench she was, and how she was not 
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seventeen till next month, and so on. And yet this collier 
girl of seventeen is ten times more robust and womanly 
than her elder sister the factory girl ….. At last I had the 
picture (which was not a good one) produced, gave Jane 
the shilling for it, and sixpence to Ellen for “a gill of ale” 
and said goodnight ….  
 
  Here I am sorry to admit that as I left the cottage, Ellen 
started up and ran after me, dragging Jane with her, to beg 
that I would come to Frank Holme’s and treat them to 
some gin. When I flatly refused, however, they both retired 
quietly, saying goodnight; Ellen going home to her 
grandmother’s cottage further on. 
 
Tuesday 18th August 
1863. 
 
   I reached the high 
road from St Helens to 
Ashton and Wigan, at a 
small collier hamlet 
named Black Brook. 
Going up the hill 
through this, I came, to 
the first of the Haydock 
pits, which extend for a 
mile or more towards 
Ashton. As I neared it, 
the usual train of coal 
trucks was standing 
under the shoot; and upon one of them a figure with a 
shovel in hand was busy loading. 
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  It was a woman wearing trousers: the first I had met with 
today. They told me at Laffak that the Haydock pits are the 
nearest to St Helens of all those where this Wigan costume 
prevails: and so it was. Black Brook is a Rubicon which no 
pitwench in “breeches” may pass. From this pit I could see 
the canal quay, with its female workers, only 200 or 300 
yards off: yet those women “reckoned they’d be shaamed” 
to dress thus, while these walked about in their trousers 
with utmost indifference – and, I may add, with not less 
modesty than the others in their kirtles. 
 
  I wanted to find out where the change in dress took place, 
and why: but to the second question the only reply is 
“Custom”. From here for 8 miles on to Wigan, and 
thenceforth again for 8 or 10 miles more, the 
collierwenches universally wear breeches: which as the 
sturdy old banksman at this Haydock pit assured me, are 
better and more comfortable than petticoats…. 
  Only for my luggage, I should have walked on hence to 
Wigan: but as it was, I contented myself with having 
solved the Great Breeches Question, and walked smartly 
back to St Helens by the road, arriving just in time for the 
4.30 train. 
 
Wednesday 19th August 1863 
 
   I went out soon after nine, to Dugdale the photographer. 
Found he had lately taken a good picture of one Jane 
Horton, aged 19, a collier at Patricroft (InceHall) and 
formerly a factory girl. She was a niece of Dugdale’s next 
door neighbours, a very respectable woman, who offered to 
send for her at once, if I liked. Apropos: I visited this and 
one or two other “cartes de visite” of girls in pit clothes 
hung up in the street by the photographers; one of whom in 
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Clarence Yard told me they often come to her to be taken 
thus clad, and rather like to be exhibited. 
 
Friday 17th March 1865 
 
   Fine sunny morning: afterwards cold and cloudy, with 
keen east wind. I went out at nine to the photographers; to 
Dugdale, who has at length taken a group of pit wenches at 
a colliery near Telure’s, towards Gathurst to Cooper, who 
sells beer as well as photos, and who said he had sold 
hundreds of cartes de viste of the collier girls, who has 
already told me the same story: and to Little, an inferior 
party near the station. A case of his photos hung on view in 
the main street, and amongst them were several portraits of 
pit girls in costume. As I looked at them, two young 
women in female clothes and with shawls over their heads 
came up and looked also. 
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   “Why” said one “yon’s Walsh Mary Ann!” and so it was; 
Ann Morgan of Hindley. “And that,” she went on, pointing 
to a picture of a fine comely lass in loose shirt “is Jane 
Underwood, that worked at Pigeon Pit; and that” – a good 
looking robust woman leaning on a spade – “is King’s 
greaser; Mary they call her; she greases the railway truck 
wheels. “So you have worked on pit brow”? I asked. “Aye, 
many a year!” said the girl. Just then an Officious Party, 
one of a small crowd which had gathered around, thought it 
well to explain what those trousered figures were. “Them’s 
women”, he said, “they’re not men”. Men indeed! 
 
  All the four photographers said they sold these photos 
chiefly to commercial travellers, who buy them as 
“curiosities”. Many strangers passes their remarks upon 
“em”, said Mrs Little; “and some considers as it’s a shame 
for women to wear breeches, and some takes it for a joke 
like.” Just so: some are sentimentalists, some sensualists: 
none rational and serious. 
 
  …. I left Wigan on foot at 11.45 to walk to St Helens and 
see the pits en route. 
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  I was now about 6 miles from St Helens and it was 
2.30pm. A respectable old man at the coal office on the 
brow advised me not to go via Billinge, which lay out of 
sight to the right: there are pits that way, said he, but more 
if you go the longer route by Blackleyhurst: such as those 
yonder, of Sammy Stock’s. So I took his advice… 

 
  Going thence down the line, I came to a siding, running 
up the next pit, No 3. Here in the cutting I found a girl 
lounging about with her hands in her breeches-pockets, 
whistling. She turned out to be the points-woman, whose 
duty it is to mind the rails 
whenever a train of coal wagons goes by. I was struck by 
her brisk and easy air, and stopped to talk with her, and she 
seemed glad enough to have someone to talk to. Her name 
was Margaret Roughley, and her age 17; she has an elder 
sister working on the pit brow close by. This Margaret was 
a well grown girl: her collier bonnet was tilted over her 
eyes, which sparkled under lashes thickly clogged with 
coal dust: her face was very black, but also singularly 
expressive and intelligent: her arms were bare: she has a 
woollen comforter round her neck; a loose patched shirt, 
looking very thin and cold; a short baglike apron of 
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sackcloth; short fustian trousers, only reaching to the calf; 
grey stockings, and big clog shoon, whose iron soles were 
turned up at the toe like a Chinaman’s boot. Had she no 
coat? She had not. I asked: it must be very cold, waiting 
about in this cutting all day. No, but the Gaffer’s very kind 
– he lends me his coat when it rains: and besides, she said, 
Aw don’t stop here all day: Aw ‘us wagons to fill wi’ 
slack; 20 wagons a day sometimes; you’d not think it was 
idling if yo’d got that to do! And Margaret laughed a 
boyish laugh, and showed her white teeth, like Irish 
diamonds set in black bog oak. Then, as there were no 
trains coming, she leaned her back against the eart. Noh of 
the cutting, crossed her legs easily, tucked her hands under 
her “barmskin” and looked straight at me, talking away for 
ten minutes as gaily and freely as if she had always known 
me. She spoke the broadest Lancashire, and spoke it so fast 
that I scarce follow her: e.g. “Aw’d goo sairce’moo’r 
lemma” (service if mother’d let me. She didn’t dislike this 
work, however: and although now she only earned 1/- a 
day while the broo wenches earn 1s/2d she hoped soon to 
be “raised” from 10p a day already. She could not read: yet 
she was one of the brightest and most interesting girls I 
ever saw: as sharp and lively as a London street boy, yet 
with nothing impudent or unfeminine about her. True, her 
dress and manners were those of a lad; she jumped and ran, 
and hitched up her trousers, like one who knew nothing 
about petticoats, but in all her words and ways there was an 
artless simplicity and truthful frankness that was 
thoroughly girlish.  
 
  She had humour too, and wit beyond her years; she was 
always saying something comic and then merrily laughing 
at her own conceit: she laughed at her grotesque attire: 
“such queer old clothes as we wear” said she “ragged ones 
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that folk gie us – our brothers old coats and britches – 
anything does to work at pit in: but we wear our breeches 
always, yo know, ‘cept Sundays – and nice and warm they 
are too!” and she threw her left leg over her right as she 
spoke. “Eh!” she went on “bud yo will laugh at thoose 
wenches at Two pit – they’re all such rags – ho ho!” and 
she laughed again. Strange creature …. A black ignorant 
collier girl of seventeen, in breeches and clogshoon, and 
yet winning and loveable, and clever enough to repay a 
deal of teaching. 

 
  When I said I was going to see the other wenches “Aw’ll 
coom wi’ ye” she cried, starting up up “and see hah they’re 
getting on” – and we went. On the way, she remarked that 
she would look queer if she were “drawed aht” just as she 
was. Why, did you never see them done? I asked. No, she 
said – Why, did you never see them done? I asked. No, she 
said – Why, they wouldn’t do it would they? To be sure 
they would, said I, and straightway showed her one of my 
Wigan photos. The girl stared at it a moment and then 
shouted aloud with wonder and delight, and insisted on 
taking the picture into her black fingers, pleading that she 
wouldn’t hurt it. “Polly” she hallooed to her sister on the 
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brow – “coom quick! Here’s a wench drawed aht in her pit 
claes – eh, Lord just look!” and all the other lasses, 5 in 
number, came running down to see. 
 
  Two had been thrutching corves, and 3 filling trucks: they 
were all stout robust young women of twenty or so, in 
trousers and thick jackets or coats. One had worked in a 
factory, but liked pit better. They looked with grave 
wonder at the photograph, till some man from the brow 
called – “Polly, wench, bring thy spade!” and then they ran 
back to work. And my Margaret, who had more life and 
soul in her than all the rest had, cried out to me “Goodbye! 
Aw’m going to warm myself!” and stamping and folding 
her arms, darted off at a smart run and disappeared. 

 
  ….. I went down, and on the No 1 pit close by. Here were 
about 9 young women working as at No 2 and equally stout 
and healthy. As I left them, a women in peacoat and fustian 
trousers came out of the engine house in a leisurely 
manner, her hands in her pockets. She had a very striking 
face: aquiline features, a strong jaw and bold chin, and 
hazel eyes so large and keen that to meet their gaze was 
like breasting the blow of a mountain breeze. She said she 
was 37 years old, but looked nearly ten years younger: she 
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was strong and square built, but not coarse nor large. And 
who is this beauty, whose face begrimed as it was, was so 
handsome and powerful and expressive. Why, she was a 
mere quadruped. She had been brought up in service, she 
said: but of her own accord had left that calling, and gone 
down a coal pit, about 15 years ago, to work as a drawer. 
Of course she went as a man; dressed in men’s clothes and 
passed as a man; but she liked it, and liked the work. Did 
she draw with the belt and chain? “Yes”, she said: “I was 
harnessed to the corves, with a belt round my body and the 
chain between my legs, hooked on to the corves”. And did 
not the harness hurt you? “No, my breeches kept the chain 
from hurting my legs”. And you went on your hands and 
feet, just as a horse goes on four legs? “Yes, just the same”, 
she said simply: “and the roads was rough – there was no 
rails when I draw’d; it was over my wrists in mud, often. I 
used to draw the corves 200 or 300 yards” she went on, “I 
could do it easily: I don’t mind going on my hands and feet 
for that distance, and more, oh no! And it did not make my 
hands very hard, using them as if they was feet; nor harder 
than they are now”. All this the handsome brighteyed 
woman told me with quite unaffected candour.  “I liked it”, 
she said with emphasis: “but when I’d been working down 
a month, they found out I was a woman, and I was turned 
out: and since then I’ve worked on pit brow and worn 
breeches, as I’m doing now”. 
 
   I was going to ask the name of this mulier formosa 
(beautiful woman) when I was interrupted. On the brow I 
had seen afar off a big rough looking man in a hat: unique 
phenomenon. And now this same man came suddenly up 
unawares, placed himself before me, and said with loud 
voice and angry tone to me “What may your business here 
be? Go off!” I stared, and declined to tell my business 
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without knowing who my questioner was. “What’s that to 
you? He cried: “you’re not welcome here: go off!”. But as I 
did not go, he, after more reproaches, added, hoarsely 
“You want to know my authority: well, I’m the proprietor 
of this colliery: and I don’t want you here: and I tell you to 
go off!” and he clenched his fist. I then apologised for 
having intruded, adding that if I had been properly 
addressed I should have done so at first. To which Sammy 
Stock (for it was he) replied, “I don’t want your apologies: 
go off!” and turning to the women, who had stood by 
silent, he added roughly “Go to your work!” 
 
   She went, meekly enough: and I also took my way. It was 
worth remarking that this was the only act of rudeness that 
was ever offered to me at a coal pit, came from the master, 
and not from the workpeople, male or female. 
 

Pemberton Colliery.1911. 
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Gibfield Colliery, Atherton, 1918 

 
Cleworth Hall Colliery at Tyldesley. 1952 
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A selection of photographs collected by Arthur 
Munby. 
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Postcards Produced by Will Smith of Wigan. 

Photo of Wigan Junction Colliery taken c1905 with the 
girls all carrying their "snap baskets. This is card number 
1 in the series. 

Card number 2 "Girls Screening Coal" at an unknown 
colliery. 
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Card number 3. Colliery unknown. 

Card 6. Moss Hall Colliery 
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Another card number 3.               Card number 5 
 

A further card number 5 
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The "Wrench" series of Postcards (all printed in 
Germany). Publisher unknown. 

 
"Pit Brow Lassies" No 3717           "Colliery Girls" No 
3719 

"A Lancashire Colliery Girl" No 3720       "Miner Maids" No 
3721 
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"A Veteran Coal Sorter" No 3723 
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The Milton "Fac-Simile" Postcard Series 105. 
Published by Woolstone Brothers, London E.C. 
 

"Colliery Lasses". Series 105 

"Colliery Girls, Wigan". Series 105 
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Taylor's Series of Postcards. Talylor's were the 
owners of a photographic studio in Wigan. 

 

"Lancashire Pit Brow girls at work". Moss Hall Colliery. 
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Starrs C.B.B Series of cards - Produced  by J 
Starr & Sons, Wallgate, Wigan (photographs by 
Millard). 

"Wigan Colliery girls at work" No 44 

 
"Wigan Colliery Lassies" No 48 
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                       "Wigan Colliery Lasses" No 49 

"Colliery girls at work". Not numbered nor attributed to 
Millard. 
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"Wigan Colliery girls leaving work." Wigan Junction. 

Photo by Taylor.  
A non Lancashire Postcard. "Pit Bank Wenches, Wednesbury. 
Published by Ryder & Co 
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One of a series of photographs by Wragg of Wigan which was 
reproduced on a number of postcards by different publishers 
(including a modern printing by Heritage Photoprints of Standish. 
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Valentines Postcard Series. 

"Working Girls, Strangeways Colliery, Wigan" 
 
A J Evans Postcard. Published in Preston. 

 
"Pit Brow Girls, Haydock" 
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FRENCH Colliery Girls on Postcards. 
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A Pit Brow Girl's Story. 
By James Fairhurst, Ashton in Makerfield 
 
This article is from Issue no 37 of Past Forward, the free 
magazine of the Wigan Heritage Society. 
 
   THE following was given to me by Jenny Leyland (nee 
Hooton) who is now well into her 80's, and living in 
Ashton-in-Makerfield. She started work on the pit brow of 
Long Lane Colliery, better known as 'Crowpit' in 1934 at 
the age of 14. Had she started there two years earlier, she 
would have found my grandfather, another James Fairhurst 
(known as Owd Jem Swagger)in charge of the women. 
 
   Jenny said they started at 7a.m., had half an hour for 
breakfast and finished at 3:30. If it had been a bad day and 
there had been stoppages, they might have to work 
overtime, usually an hour. When she began work, two of 
the women, Mary Anne and Charlotte Davies, were in 
charge, with a man in overall control. The coal, in 10 cwt 
tubs, came up the pit, went over the check weigh machine 
to have its weight registered and then on to a tipper called a 
'kecker'. The tipper would deposit the coal on belts 
underneath. 
 
   Only Mary Anne and Charlotte had authority to stop the 
belts. The work was heavy but the knack was soon learned. 
Sometimes there would be lumps of coal with a band of 
dirt running through, and a chipper would be used to 
separate the coal from the dirt; or a very large lump of coal 
would come down the belts, which would have to be 
stopped until it was broken up. If the belts were stopped 
too long it might stop the winding coal, so it was essential 
they were kept going. 
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Compo Men 
 
   At the time, working alongside the women, were men 
who had been injured underground and were known as 
'COMPO' men i.e. in receipt of compensation. "We were 
sometimes grateful for a short stop so that we could have a 
rest", said Jenny. 
If there was a 
particularly bad 
tub of coal, they 
would have to 
climb on the belt 
and spade the 
discard off. One 
of the sisters, 
Mary Anne, 
would station 
herself at the 
bottom end of 
the belt where 
the coal went 
into the wagon. 
If any dirt had been let through, she would stop the belts 
and give everyone a mouthful. Occasionally the belts broke 
and a fitter would have to mend them, giving the girls 
another short rest. 
 
   There were few accidents in Jenny's time. "I only 
remember one accident, and that was a compensation man 
had two fingers taken off. If there was an accident 
underground and the pit was stopped," she said "we were 
always found something else to do for there was always 
plenty if cleaning up." 
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The Cabin 
 
   "The cabin was an old engine house heated by steam 
pipes with no stove then. A canteen was built but it was 
after I left. The tea in our cans was kept heated on the hot 
water pipes and was often stewed. The girls would take it 
in turns to have their break, for the pit never stopped 
winding. When the canteen was built it had a stove and a 
rest room with easy chairs and a toilet. Before that, to 
answer a call if nature, we had to improvise and use a quiet 
spot out if the way with a plank and a bucket. We had 
nowhere to wash our hands afterwards.  
 
   Their complexions would be guarded by make-up - 
Snowfire cream was put on first and the make-up on top of 
it. "The dust would stick to it and come off when we 
washed ourselves. We put the make-up on just as we would 
if we were going out at night. Sometimes our hands 
hardened and cracks formed in the skin which would be 
painful in winter. Our hands never seemed clean, no matter 
how hard we scrubbed them, for the coal dust became 
ingrained. " 
 
The Cattle Market 
 
   Entertainment was going to the pictures and dancing. On 
Saturdays and Sundays, the girls paraded along Lodge 
Lane and Gerard Street in Ashton, parades referred to as 
'the cattle market'. "The idea was to find a partner and raise 
a family. Some of the girls were really nice”, reported 
Jenny, "and were Sunday school teachers. We were never 
ashamed if our work because we were as smart as anybody 
when we were out.  
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   Even when we went to work we had clean clothes and we 
washed our hair every night. We would put brown paper 
under our shawls to keep the dust out but it got 
everywhere. As time went by, a spray was played on the 
dust which improved conditions a little. There were never 
any baths at the pit. I had to finish when I married in 1938, 
and even if a women had to bring children up having lost 
her partner, she would not be re-employed. I remember one 
girl who had a son by a married man who was allowed to 
stay on. Her mother brought up the lad and the woman 
married someone else later. The custom then was that when 
a couple became serious about each other, marriage would 
be anticipated and the first child would soon follow the 
ceremony. There was no shame in it for that was the way if 
things. 
 
   Occasionally a girl would be let down as aforesaid and 
there would be shame attached to illegitimate births, the 
issue being known as 'chance childs'. But there were never 
what is known as 'one night stand's for the consequences 
would be too serious for the women." 
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A Happy Little Pit 
 
"The Crowpit was a happy little pit. 
 
   The manager, Tom Jameson, was very friendly and I 
could talk to him just like I'm talking to you. Our reading 
matter would be 'Woman's Weekly', 'Red Star Weekly 'and 
'Red Letter'. A new shawl would be greeted with gasps of 
admiration and the owner would hold pride of place until 
the next one came along, for women competed with each 
other as to who had the nicest shawl". 
 
   Asked about Mary Anne and Charlotte, Jenny said she 
didn't think they had ever been courting but both were 
sociable enough. As far as she could remember, wages 
were about 2s. 6d. per day, 15s. a week. When they 
stopped overtime they were allowed to keep the money, 
which was usually spent on clothes. At the age of 18 they 
were paid the top rate of wages. 
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N.B. Charlotte Davies was given the BEM on 1 January 
1950, at the age of 63, for 50 years service to the coal 
industry. 
 
James Fairhurst, Ashton-in Makerfield 
 
 

Pit Brow Girls, Wigan 1893 
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Photo by Cooper of Wigan
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Wigans Pit-Brow Lasses. 
 
   (This magazine article - date & source unknown - was headed 
"Mining was not suitable work for women the campaigners said, and 
finally won their case in the 1950's. But as Beatrix Campbell 
discovered whilst researching her new book "Wigan Pier Revisited", 
the pit-brow lasses remember their "unfeminine" labours with great 
affection.") 
 
   George Orwell's 'The Road to Wigan Pier' is in parts an 
old Etonian's eulogy to men who mine coal, those dark, 
heroic men, strong and strange, whom he encountered 
during his journey to the north of England in the Thirties. 
His book celebrates masculinity as the essence of mining. 
However natural that may seem today, it was then a view 
which required a purge of another presence in the collieries 
- women. 
 
   Women were excluded from working at the coal face 
itself in 1842, but in many areas - Wigan included - they 
remained on the pit top preparing the coal brought from 
below. Wigan's pit-brow lasses were famous: the town had 
the biggest concentration of women colliery workers in the 
country. They were still there in the Thirties. But Orwell 
didn't notice them. Indeed they remained there until the 
Fifties. They were an ambiguously exotic witness to the 
long war not only to regulate women's work but also to 
regulate the forms of their femininity. 
 
   In Wigan, women worked at the pits and in the mills. 
Both demanded strength and stamina. The conflict centred 
on the idea that mines should be men's workplaces. The 
pit-brow work was ultimately lost to women because their 
work was regarded as precisely the kind of rough-and-
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ready labour that produced rough-and-ready labourers. 
That was what fascinated the Victorian diarist A.J. Munby, 
who had them photographed in their working gear. For the 
women's opponents, the work 'defeminised' them. The 
definition of femininity was the focus of the campaigns to 
regulate the conditions of women's work, their right to 
work at all, and their status as men's economic dependants. 
 
   Just as Orwell's fascination with miners is partly centred 
on a notion of men's satanic sexuality (he wasn't alone in 
this), so the obsessive campaigns by some coal owners, 
legislators and trade unionists stressed the ideals of 
feminine sexuality. 

 
   The campaigns against the women peaked in the 1860s 
and the 1880s; when a Parliamentary attempt to exclude 
them was defeated. A deputation of pit-brow lasses went to 
see the Home Secretary, supported by some of their male 
colleagues, a few coal owners and feminists. During the 
1880s, the miners' union fought for their exclusion, though 
in Lancashire the women did find allies among trade 
unionists.  
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   In 1911, another deputation of pit-brow lasses petitioned 
the Home Secretary when the issue was again raised. One 
of them was Polly Gee, a respectable young woman who 
worked at the Blundell family's King colliery in 
Pemberton, on the outskirts of Wigan. She is now 88. "The 
only time I ever went to London was to go to Parliament. 
Four of us went". 
 
   "Some people objected to us doing the work - though not 
among anyone I knew. We stayed in the Buckingham Hotel 
- I suppose Blundell's paid for it. And we told the MPs. 
One who stuck up for us was Stephen Walsh.' (Walsh was 
a miners' leader; he'd married a pit brow lass and led the 
parliamentary campaign supporting them.)  
 
   'They said the pit brow wasn't a fit place for women, but I 
liked it,' says Polly Gee. 'I suppose Blundell's sent me 
because I was a bonny girl. We wore our costumes to 
please them. That's why we were sent, so that they could 
have a look at us and they liked to see our costumes. They 
tried to stop us, but they didn't, did they?'  
 

 
Photo by Cooper of Wigan 
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   Some of the women not only worked on the conveyor 
belts, called screens, sorting and cleaning coal, but pushing 
the tubs on to rails as they came up in cages from the pit 
bottom. Nellie Potter, who now lives on a council estate on 
the edge of Wigan, reckons she was the last woman in 
Lancashire to work moving the half-ton tubs. 'I was at the 
Maypole pit until the 1926 strike. The banksman pulled the 
tubs out of the cage, we pulled the tubs over the rails and 
then I had to pull them on to what we called creepers - two 
forks caught on the axles - and up to the other 
checkweighmen. 
 
   Eighty-four-year-old Margaret Calland pushed tubs, too, 
after a stint on the conveyor belts carrying coal which had 
to be separated from muck. She then took the tubs up to the 
weighmen. 'There were always two, a union man and a 
bosses' man. There was a tally on the tub and I'd shout the 
number so they knew which miner's it was' 
. 
   'This was the olden times. Many a time we'd throw out as 
much dirt as we could before it reached the weighmen. 
Usually the pitmen were as careful as could be, for the sake 
of not getting fined for too much dirt. And of course we 
knew all the pitmen, my father was one and my husband.'  
 
   The Wigan women had traditionally worn trousers, but 
these disappeared in the first decade of the 20th century 
and were replaced for a time by skirts and thick, dark 
overalls. 'I wore a short apron and a square shawl,' said 
Margaret Calland. 'You put paper with wire round the 
edge, round the front of your head, .to keep the dust off 
your hair, and each comer of the shawl was pinned to the 
side of your chest.' Pit-brow lasses wore thick black 
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woollen stockings and they were known for the shine on 
their clogs. 
 
   Mary Alice Peers, who lives in a pensioners' bungalow in 
Tyldesley, between Wigan and Manchester, says that when 
she worked at Nook pit, 'we wore dust caps. Oh, we went 
in style.' This was despite the Depression, 'when the 
neighbours would shout "Shut your doors, the rent' man's 
coming."  

 
   Trousers reappeared after World War II, when Margaret 
Broxson started work. She remembers that the younger 
women like herself  'updated the clothes'. 'The old women 
wore old-fashioned skirts and shawls. We wore coloured 
turbans'. "You brassy little buggers" they said. And we got 
rid of the black stockings and wore pants instead. There 
was uproar. Oh, we were brassy.'  
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   Although millwork was available for these women, it is 
the pit brow they remember with pleasure. Beryl Roden 
was among the last generation of pit-brow women; she still 
cherishes a photograph of the lasses and sometimes takes 
her grandchildren for a walk past the old pit to show them 
where she worked when she was 14, just after World War 
II. She'd tried the mill, too. 'It just wasn't the same. It was 
hotter and we weren't used to that. We were used to being 
cold. I know it sounds crackers, but we preferred it.' 
 
   It was a filthy, dirty job, in more ways than one. Seventy-
seven year old Ethel Hampson worked at the Nook' and 
Gin pits in the inter war years and reminds us that then, as 
now, there were no toilets down the pit. 'So the shit would 
come up with the coal sometimes. I could smell it coming, 
so I'd shout "Here come the ashes o' roses, watch out"  
 
   'Of course you got dirty - and there wasn't a house with a 
bath except the boss's,' said Mary Appleton, a woman in 
her fifties who worked on the pit brow when she left 
school. 'I used a spade bigger than myself to get the dirt 
into the wagons.' And Ethel Hampson recalls throwing 
'lumps of coal as big as a television. You had to have 
muscles like Primo Carnera.'  
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   But they all liked the work. Etty Ode, who lives in Ince 
near the centre of Wigan, said with pride, 'I used to swing a 
7lb hammer to smash the kennel' (a kind of Wigan coal). 
She cried when she had to give up 31 years ago to have a 
baby. Most days now she looks after her grandchildren and 
passes her contemporaries in the street they're home helps, 
school-dinner ladies and such like - and they always recall 
those olden times. Among pit-brow lasses there's a 
nostalgia for the job which can't be explained away as the 
fond but false filter of memory. They enjoyed being robust 
and strong the very things deemed unsuitable to their sex,  
 
   Eventually, in the Fifties, the banishment that had so long 
been threatened actually took place. With the introduction 
of mechanisation came a deal between the National Union 
of Mineworkers and the National Coal Board which 
effectively stopped women working in the pits. Lancashire 
miners' president Bernard Donaghy was a young miner 
when it happened. 
 
   'The general consensus was that working on the pit brow 
wasn't a job for women.' It was argued that disabled or 
elderly miners should have their jobs. He concedes that the 
women were often stronger than these men. 'I know it 
sounds daft. I don't think we could justify it now. But I 
wasn't unhappy to see the women finish. I prefer females to 
be females.' The move to exclude the women, he admitted, 
came not from the NCB but from the union, 'in our case by 
a decision of the Lancashire Conference, with 
representatives from all the collieries. They were just 
kicked out.' 
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Astley Green Colliery, Farewell Party August 1955 
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Copy of photograph held at Salford Local History Library. 
The colliery is "believed" to have been taken at Wheatsheaf 
Colliery, Pendlebury.
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   Photograph no 6 in the Wragg of Wigan Series
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How a Victorian gentleman championed 
the pit brow heroines. 
(taken from "The Observer Magazine", 4th November 1979 prior to 
the publishing of Michael Hiley's book "Victorian Working Women). 
 
   One Saturday in April 1874 Arthur Munby was passing 
through Charing Cross Station when he 'was "struck all of 
a heap" by seeing in a new paper, the Pictorial World, a 
picture of Wigan wenches working at the pit brow. What 
right had this artist to poach on my manor, to exhibit my 
heroines thus, and perhaps send people to see and spoil 
them, or to try and "put them down?". The front cover of 
this relatively new illustrated weekly newspaper carried an 
illustration of Wigan pit brow girls in trousers working at 
the coal shoots. The Pictorial World was obviously hoping 

for some "succes de scandale" by 
splashing women in trousers 
across its front page.  
 
   Munby's reaction is almost 
hysterical and reflects concern to 
preserve the unspoilt nature of his 
Wigan 'heroines', and his long 
battle to stop well-meaning but, 
as he thought, misguided 
philanthropists from 'putting 
them down'. 
 
   Munby seems to have paid his 

first visit to Wigan in about 1853, when he got to know a 
pit brow girl called Ellen Meggison, whose nickname' was 
'Boompin Nelly'. She was only one of the many Wigan 
girls he counted among his friends, and he kept in contact 
with her for 30 years. 
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   Munby had probably first become interested in women 
workers in coal mines with the publication of the 'First 
Report of the Children's Employment Commission ' on 
mines. It led to legislation banning women and girls from 
working underground. Over 20 years later another House 
of Commons select committee was set up - this time it was 
to investigate the work of women surface workers, 'the pit 
brow girls'. Evidence was given about the type of work of 
the female colliery workers, and questions were asked 
about the morality of the women employed on the pit 
banks. It was difficult for the committee members to know 
what line of questioning to take up in order to investigate 
the charges of 'degradation' and 'gross immorality'. The pit 
girls' dress, the nature of their work, and possible 
immorality seemed closely linked.  
 
   Considerable interest was shown 
in the 'peculiarity of dress' of the 
Wigan pit brow girls. The Select 
Committee, doing its best to 
clarify this emotive issue of the 
girls wearing trousers, had gone to 
the trouble of obtaining 
photographs showing pit brow 
girls at work, and these were used 
when questioning witnesses about 
the girls' tasks and their dress. 
 
   Perhaps to counter the possible 
shock value of these photographs Mr G. Gilroy, the 
principal manager of the Ince Hall Coal and Canal 
Company, had sent all his pit women, early in 1866, to be 
photographed in their Sunday best by Cooper, a 
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professional portrait photographer with a studio nearby in 
Wigan. When he was examined by the Committee he 
presented them with an album containing these portraits. It 
was a useful piece of propaganda to support the women's 
(and the company's) position. 

 
   Munby wrote to the 
Committee supporting 
the case for retaining 
women at the pit brow, 
spoke to members of 
the Committee, visited 
the House of Commons 
to hear evidence being 
given, and remained 'in 
a state of feverish 
mental vertigo' while 
they considered the 
matter. He was very 

much afraid that they would recommend that the work of 
his Wigan heroines be stopped. But a new law prohibiting 
women from working at the pit brow would have thrown 
hundreds of women out of work, many of whom were 
supporting or helping to support families with their 
earnings. 
 
   In 1867 the Select Committee on Mines presented its 
final report. It concluded 'that the 'allegations of either 
indecency or immorality were  not established by the 
evidence' and therefore resolved 'that the employment of 
women on pit-banks does not require legislative 
prohibition or interference'. Munby must have been very 
pleased. Two years previously, in 1865, at the end of one 
of his Wigan visits and at the beginning of the sittings of 
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the Select Committee, Munby had walked part of the way 
home with a pit brow girl: 'I said goodbye to Mary 
Harrison; and stood and watched her as she walked slowly 
up the lane to her cottage: watched her partly for her own 
sake, partly because she was, as I thought, the last collier 
woman I should see in the Wigan costume; in the homely 
decent dress of coat and flannel trousers.'  
 
   In 1886 a final attempt 
was made to get women 
off the pit brow. All the 
old objections were 
wheeled out once again 
including the old line of 
attack about pit brow 
girls wearing trousers - 
the Birmingham Post 
commented 'that to debar 
them from gaining an 
honest living on account 
of the immodesty of their 
attire, whilst suffering 
high-bred ladies to go to 
ball or drawing-room with the most delicate parts of their 
bodies fully exposed, is straining at a gnat and swallowing 
a camel.'  
 
   Trousers were in fact, very suitable for work on the pit 
brow - they were warm, and they did not get caught up on 
moving wagons - and this new attempt to ban the workers 
who wore them happened to coincide with moves by the 
Rational Dress Society to introduce 'bifurcated 'garments' 
as sensible dress for women. 
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The Manchester Guardian reminded its readers 'that, while 
pious hands are being held up in horror at the "disgusting" 
habiliment of pit girls. 
 
   Thoughtful and educated ladies are spending time and 
energy in inducing their fellow-women of all ranks to 
adopt a somewhat similar costume.' The Rev Harry 
Mitchell, the Vicar of' Pemberton, near Wigan, and a great 
champion of the pit brow girls, spoke out at a meeting of 
over a hundred pit girls and, far from making apologies for 
their working attire, 'ventured to think that in 20' years' 
time they would be looked upon as the pioneers of 
civilisation in the matter of women's dress.'  

 
   Rousing meetings 
were held in and around 
Wigan. 'Our cry is 
absolute freedom for 
women to earn a living 
within the limits of 
propriety, not the 
Mrs Grundy propriety, 
but common sense 
propriety. You are 
fighting a battle for. the 
woman of England 
generally. Circumstances 
have forced me to take a 
lead in the matter, and 
knowing you as I do, 
there is no class of 

women I would sooner lead into such a battle than you.' 
(Cheers.)  
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   Munby, by now an experienced campaigner, had also 
joined in the fray on the pit girls' behalf, setting forward in 
a letter to a newspaper: 'It appears to be thought right in 
England that a Parliament consisting of men only, should 
have the power of turning several thousand women out of 
work and wage without their leave and against their will. 
That is what is meant by liberty. Let 'those who desire this . 
. . ponder this one principle: That men have just as much 
right, and no more, to interfere with the honest labour of 
woman as women have to interfere with the honest labour 
of men.'  
 
   By then Munby had been joined by other supporters, 
albeit a rather elderly band, who publicly supported the pit 
girls' right to work. It was suggested that if all else failed: 
'We must try to raise a subscription for a special train to 
take four or five hundred of you up to London for the 
purpose of putting you in evidence - pit clothes and all - 
and of showing to the London world that you are not the 
degraded, unsexed, health-injured creatures depicted by 
your traducers,-. but are, on the contrary as good an 
example of honourable and vigorous womanhood as 
England itself can produce.' That was how the Rev Harry 
Mitchell put forward the proposal. The newspapers 
preferred their more sensational version: 'London is 
threatened with nothing less than an invasion of colliery 
Amazons.'  
 
   This 'invasion' never took place, but in May 1887 a 
deputation of pit brow girls travelled from Wigan to 
London to see the Home Secretary, who informed them 
that their cause was won: 'He declined to interfere with the 
labour of women and girls, except in the solitary case of 
moving railway wagons.'  
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   When the pit brow girls marched to the Home Office, six 
of the 22 wore their working outfit - clogs, trousers, short 
sacking apron, topcoat and pit bonnet. It was fitting, and a 
tribute to his long championship of their cause, that Arthur 
Munby was asked to head, the procession. He must have 
felt very proud as he headed the deputation of these 'most 
healthy and robust of women' through the streets of 
London, with Elizabeth Halliwell, the 'tallest and finest' of 
the Wigan pit brow girls, by his side. . . 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 
No 16 in the Wragg Series 
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Colliery Pit-Women and Girls 

Originally printed in "Leisure Hour" but this account was 
taken from "The Colliery Manager" (date unknown) 
 
   THE recent visit of pit-girls and women to London will 
be fresh in the memory of our readers. They came to 
protest against the proposed legislation for abolishing 
female labour in connection with collieries, and they were 
successful in their mission. The deputation appeared in 
costume, and won general approval by its modest yet 
independent bearing. It was supposed by some well 
meaning philanthropists that all colliery labour is 
degrading to the sex, and that only men and lads should be 
employed in work so hard and apparently so repulsive. 
 
   But the work of these women is not the pit's mouth, and 
therefore in the open air, under easy inspection, and it is 

apparently far less injurious to health than factory labour, 
and not more laborious than agricultural labour, in which 
many women are engaged. 
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   It may be interesting to give some account of female 
work in collieries, as it used to be and as it now is. One of 
the beneficent works of the late Earl of Shaftesbury was his 
carrying, when Lord Ashley, in 1842, an Act for the 
emancipation of the women who laboured in the black and 
fearful windings of the underground collieries. Besides the 
restrictions set upon juvenile work, after March 1st, 1843 
no female could be legally employed below. In Lancashire 
especially, as well as in Yorkshire, this was a revolution 
indeed. Hundreds of girls had found occupation in the pits. 
Their principal task wad to act as drawers and "thrutchers " 
for the coal-cutters. Beyond this slavish and badly paid 
labour they were never permitted to rise: Still, as one of 
those who had been a collier-girl in the old days 
(afterwards a cheery landlady at the " Miners' Rest ") 
remarked to us, "We could use the pick as well as any 
man;" and many a tub full of coal she had she cut.  
 
   The female workers were chiefly girls from twelve to 
twenty years of age, and this occupation of drawing 
("hurrying" is the Yorkshire term) consisted in dragging 
the coal, in trucks on wheels or boxes on sledges, from the 
"stall" where the collier was at work to the shaft of the pit. 
The men would sometimes be getting coal, as indeed they 
do yet, in a place not two feet in height, and situated two 
miles from the only communication with the world above. 
Along low and dark and muddy passages, and up or down 
steep inclines, these poor girls had to crawl -walking 
upright being out of the question - pulling the heavy loads 
after them or" thrutching" (i.e., pushing) them from behind. 
It was no uncommon thing to harness two or three children 
together to drag one or more wagons. The practice was to 
adjust leather bells around their waists, and to fasten them 
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together by a chain passing between their legs from one 
belt to the other, the method of progression being akin to 
that of a four-footed animal, namely, upon the hands and 
toes. The distance that these burdens had to be hauled were 
excessive. 

 
   The number of females labouring on the pit-banks is 
about 4,000 in England and Wales but the greater portion 
are employed in Lancashire. In Scotland, also, many 
women find work at the collieries of Lanarkshire, Fife and 
Clackmannan. It is the Lancashire labourers that we at 
present speak. These may be seen any day at the town of 
Wigan. Watch them as they pull the trucks of the precious 
mineral from off the cage as it clatters out of the dark 
abyss. The collier-girl has a knack of doing this dextrously. 
She and her fellow workers reload the cage with empty -
"boxes," then run the full ones to the edge of the stage 
upon which the winding-gear is embanked, where, by 
means of a lever, the coal is tipped over on to a long 
sloping wooden channel called "a shoot." Other girls are 
occupied on the shoots; these shovel the lumps forward 
with huge spades, pick out the bits of stone and slates, and 
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see that the finer dust (used for making coke) falls through 
the "screen " a kind of riddle formed of iron bars. Others 
again are filling the coal from the stacks into wagons that 
stand at the railway siding close by, and at times they will 
climb into the wagon to heave about or straighten the load. 
 

 
 
   The dress of these Wigan ladies is peculiar, Their nether 
garments are not very womanly. A few wear men's coats 
and waistcoats as well as breeches, so that often as we have 
walked behind these when slouching from their work along 
the streets, we have determined their sex only by their 
earrings, as well as perhaps by the bunch of hair done up in 
a kerchief, and half drooping from under an ordinary mans 
cap. 
 
   A stranger is rather startled and perhaps feels some 
revulsion upon beholding these Amazons at the pit brow 
yet he should not hastily condemn their employment as 
degrading. The girls like the work, and appear to be very 
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healthy. It is no worse than harvesting or hop-picking. In 
the time of the cotton distress many left the factories for 

colliery labour; most of them have not since returned, 
whilst those who did go back have in numerous instances, 
been compelled to resume the outdoor. toil from inability 
to endure the confinement of mills. That which might be a 
telling objection does not exist, for very few indeed 
continue to labour after marriage. An argument in favour of 
the occupation takes the following form: the widows of 
miners and unmarried women in exclusively mining 
districts have no other means of getting employment; 
numbers of widows (of miners or otherwise with families 
thus earn a satisfactory wage. For orderly behaviour these 
workers are said to compare favourably with mill 
operatives. As a rule, colliery girls are married (often at an 
extremely youthful age) to miners; still their occupation 
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does not preclude them from being chosen by other 
workmen, as iron foundrymen, spinners, masons etc. 
 
   As for their dress, it has been begotten by custom as well 
as convenience, and, considering the nature of the work it 
is both decent and becoming.  
 
   The principal parts of Lancashire where this form of 
female labour is to be met with are the colliery districts of 
Wigan, Burnley, St. Helens, and Skelmersdale. At St. 
Helens, it should be mentioned, the larger proportion dress 
themselves in ordinary feminine attire (as in Scotland) 
whilst their looks appear rosy, pleasing and surprisingly 
un-begrimed. Here, too, where so many are at work 
together in their variously coloured head coverings, we see 
something quite picturesque in the neat and rapid precision 
with which they draw the filled trucks off the cage, hurl in 
the place of these the "empties" to go below to the far-off 
coal getter, and then troll off their burdens to empty them 
over the embankment. The agility of every movement 
seems the more noticeable when it is recollected that each 
truck (itself weighty and bolted with iron) contains a load 
varying from six to seven and a half cwt. It may be added 
that the girls have to work from six in the morning to four 
in the afternoon, with an intermission of half an hour for 
breakfast and an hour for dinner.  
 
   The wages range from 1s 2d to 2s a day, girls of 13 or 14 
usually receiving the smaller amount. By the operation of 
the recent educational legislation, the employment of 
children under 13 years of age has generally ceased, short 
time workers necessitating a double gang. 
____________________________________________ 
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Douglas Bank Colliery – queuing for their pay 

Douglas Bank Colliery 
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Extract from News of the World, April 18th 
1886. The first portion of this article was first published in the 
Daily News on April 12th 1886. 
 
Country News. Meeting of Lancashire Pit Girls. 
 
   A meeting of Pit Brow women, called by Rev Geo Fox at 
the request of the women themselves, was held in St. 
Peter's Church schools, Bryn, near Wigan, on Saturday 
afternoon. The chair was occupied by the Rev W J 
Melville, rector of Ashton, and there was a large 
attendance, the audience including about 200 of the pit 
girls employed in the district. The proceedings were most 
enthusiastic, and a strong determination was shown to 
resist to the utmost any legislation brought forward with 
the intention of prohibiting the continued employment of 
women on the pit brow. Mr Fox read letters from 
noblemen, clergymen, and others approving the agitation 
set on foot in the interests of the pit girls. 
 
Letter: 
   The form of labour is without doubt severe, but it is a 
healthy one, as may well be seen by the bright looks of our 
pit girls when compared with the appearance of those 
engaged in many other trades. I cannot but feel that the 
wages thus earned are of material importance to 
numberless families in our district, and if stopped would in 
many cases bring about great distress through the enforced 
idleness of those who still have the right to be fed. In 
course of time many of the younger girls would be able to 
learn other means of wage earning, but that would mean a 
weary struggle, in which many would sink. So much for 
the physical points. 
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   I do not consider that the employment of women at the 
pit brow is more unfavourable or more likely to produce 
moral injury than scores of other employment's; nay, I 
believe that were it possible to make an impartial enquiry 
into the question our pit girls would stay well to the front in 
quiet, decent, and orderly lives. As to the question of the 
clothing worn by them - the inheritance of their mothers 
and grandmothers - it may be dismissed without scruple as 
the senseless clamour of ignorant prudes, who, if left alone 
would probably put a "frill" round the ankles of their 
kitchen table. 
 
   To sum up, I think that restrictive legislation would be: 1. 
Impolite, as reducing the number of bread-winners in the 
State. 2. Unjust, as forbidding the means of gaining an 
honest livelihood. 3. Cruel, as producing enforced idleness, 
more especially at the present moment, a time of great 
commercial depression. ……  Yours Faithfully 
Crawford. 
   + + + 
   "I have no sympathy with the occasional clap-trap which 
finds its way into the press about the immorality of our pit 
brow girls, and their unsuitability to make wives and 
mothers. This kind of trash evidently emanates from 
persons who have no knowledge of the work. However, 
there was much room for improvement in the work itself 
and in the surroundings" …… Yours etc 
 
   The Rector of Wigan (the Hon & Rev Canon Bridgeman) 
said he did not think legislation on the subject was called 
for, but he should be glad if the attention drawn to it should 
be the means of inducing the coal proprietors and managers 
to make stricter rules and better separate accommodation 
for the pit girls during the dinner hours. 
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   Canon Fergie of Ince, wrote that he had no hesitation in 
condemning the present attempt to interfere with this form 
of female industry as absurd, unreasonable, selfish and 
unjust. Mrs Park (wife of the mayor of Wigan) and the Rev 
H Mitchell, Vicar of Pemberton, wrote in the same strain. 
 
   Addresses having been delivered by several speakers, a  
resolution was unanimously passed authorising a petition 
to be sent to the House of Commons against the proposed 
legislation. 
*********************************************** 

 
 
Article in the Manchester Guardian May 5th 
1886. 
 
PIT BROW WOMEN. 
   A meeting on this subject was held last night at St 
Helens, in the Town Hall. It was called by the Mayor, who 
had been formally asked to give the inhabitants the 
opportunity of taking action in a matter which closely 
concerns them. "For the purpose of considering the 
intended interference, by Act of Parliament, with the 
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employment of women on pit-banks, and the desirability of 
adopting a petition to Parliament in favour of securing the 
continuance of such employment" - these were the terms of 
the requisition, and as a demonstration in favour of the 
women the meeting was a great success. 
 
   About 150 of the women were present, occupying in a 
body the front seats in the hall. A large number of miners 
also attended, and made it clear in the course of the 
meeting their sympathy was with the women. The women 
manifested a shyness in coming to the meeting for which 
some people would scarcely give them credit. In twos and 
threes they looked in at the brilliant interior of the Town 
Hall, without making bold to enter, and the hour of the 
meeting found them gathered in a body in a neighbouring 
square. There they were found by a local clergyman, and 
with him at their head marched to the meeting. 
 
   Physically they looked a fine body of women as they 
went through the streets. It is true they did not all boast red 
cheeks and lith figures, but in general they offered a 
pleasant contrast to the women who stood along the streets 
to watch the strange procession. Their Sunday garments 
robbed them of a certain picturesqueness they have on the 
pit bank, but even in their finery they had an honest, sturdy 
look. A number of them were of middle age, but the bulk 
seemed in their twenties. They were jostled a little by the 
crowd in going up the Town Hall steps, but they took it 
with cheery indifference and had no trouble in securing the 
places marked out for them. "Ex terra lucem", the borough 
motto, written in gold letters behind the platform, fitted 
neatly enough into the occasion. 
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   The Mayor took the chair, and with him on the platform 
were a number of clergymen, members of the Corporation, 
and other influential persons. Some letters were read from 
gentlemen who could not attend. Two in particular pleased 
the pit brow workers. "I regard the present employment of 
women on the pit bank" wrote Dr M'Nicol, " as a fit and 
proper occupation for them, and the objection raised is 
purely of a scutimental character.  

 
   The exposure necessary to outdoor work has doubtless 
some risks, but taken as a whole the advantages greatly 
predominate." Those sentiments were heartily cheered by 
those most concerned in the matter, as was also the remark 
in Dr Jamieson's letter that "I am quite sure, from a very 
lengthened observation, that pit brow women enjoy better 
health than almost any class of female workers in St 
Helens." The mayor put his views in a single sentence. The 
subject, he said, is one which has seriously engaged the 
attention of the people in the mining districts, in which for 
a long time women have found employment on the pit 
banks, and from what I can gather the unanimous opinion 
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seems to be that the proposed prohibition would be 
altogether unwarranted and unnecessary interference with 
the rights of women to earn an honest living. 
 
   The Rev H Mitchell, vicar of Pemberton, was the chief 
speaker of the meeting. The strong way in which he has 
elsewhere taken their part 
seemed to be known to the 
women, who gave him a pleasant 
reception. The hard things that 
have been said in various 
quarters appeared to take the 
women by surprise, but they 
readily adopted the view put 
forward by Mr Mitchell that 
outside their own districts there 
was dense ignorance as to the 
ways of pit women.  
 
   The attack on them, Mr 
Mitchell said, was only the first instalment of a crusade 
against all field work of women. There was to be no more 
harvest work, no more hop-picking, and very likely no 
more milkmaids. The women laughed heartily at this 
picture of the future. All through the meeting, indeed, they 
gave no indication of a feeling that their calling was 
seriously in danger. Arguments in favour of their right to 
earn a living at the pit bank they applauded with a 
heartiness that would have filled with envy a body of 
claquers, but remarks about want of employment and daily 
bread in danger seemed not in the least to depress them. 
 
   Mr Mitchell produced some interesting figures. In his 
own Parish of Pemberton there are 160 women at pit bank 
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work, of whom 133 are single women. If this proportion 
between married and unmarried women holds good in the 
rest of Lancashire, he estimates there are, in round 
numbers, 300 married women to 1,300 unmarried and 
widows, and of the latter number at least 1,000 can be 
classed as young unmarried women. Were they, he asked, 
to be reduced to the miserable condition of the 
unemployed, or forced to compete with the already half-
starved girls of Manchester with their 6s a week? If 
Parliament took away their right to earn an honest living on 
the pit bank it would be committing an act of tyranny 
which would disgrace the nation. Mr Mitchell is confident 
that 99 of every 100 Lancashire men would be opposed to 
such a gross injustice and he thinks there would be no fear 
of it if the facts were known. The Home Secretary has 
refused to receive a deputation of pit women, but Mr 
Mitchell believes is because he has already made up his 
mind that no Parliamentary action shall be taken against 
them. 
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   A resolution was proposed by Mr Councillor Forster that 
the Mayor be requested to prepare and send on behalf of 
the meeting a Petition to Parliament against the passing of 
any bill for the prohibition of the employment of women 
on the pit brow. The seconder of the resolution, the Rev A 
A Nunn, expressed the opinion that working at the pit brow 
was far healthier than working in the glass manufacories of 
St Helens. As to the dress worn by the women, he said it 
was not only proper but necessary. 
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   It might be distressing, he added, to see women coming 
home from work with black faces, but comparing their 
moral state with that of other working women, he had no 
hesitation in saying that if their faces were black, their 
hearts were clean. A couple of miners afterwards addressed 
the meeting, but contributed no new facts to the discussion. 
The resolution was carried with great enthusiasm. It would 
have been interesting to hear the views of some of the 
women. The intelligence and frankness they displayed all 
through the meeting made it evident that the case would 
not have suffered in their own hands. 
 

 
Park Colliery, Garswood, 1922 
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Rose Bridge Colliery, Ince
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Letter sent to the editor of the Manchester 
Guardian May 10th 1886. 
 
PIT BROW WOMEN 
 
   Sir  … Still another meeting in the interests of the 
colliery proprietors, this time at St Helens. The desire of 
these gentlemen to maintain the system of female labour, 
which has been shown to be objectionable in so many 
ways, leads them to continue an agitation for which the 
women themselves manifest little sympathy. In your report 
of yesterdays meeting it is said that "the women manifested 
a shyness in coming to the meeting" and that it was only 
when they were found by a "local clergyman and led with 
him at their head that they made bold to enter the meeting". 
Was not this "shyness" a part of the "indifference" noted in 
your report as being displayed by the women at a later 
stage of the proceedings? 
 
   Dr Jamieson and Dr Nichol's 
testimony that "the pit brow 
women enjoy better health than 
almost any class of female 
workers in St Helens" does not 
count for much, because there is 
no other town - except perhaps 
for Widnes - where the 
atmosphere is so unhealthy, by 
reason of the poisonous vapours 
with which the air is polluted. 
Scarcely a tree, shrub, flower or 
blade of grass is to be found or will live in these two 
places. Can it be a wonder that the female workers in St 
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Helens are less healthy even than the pit women who work 
outside the town? 
 
   The Rev Mr Mitchell, of Pemberton, spoke of the dense 
ignorance as to the ways of the pit women which prevailed 
in outside districts, and endeavoured his audience that "the 
proposal to prohibit the employment of pit bank women 
was only the first instalment against all field work of 
women, and that there was to be no more harvest work, no 
more hop-picking, and, very likely no more milkmaids". 
The report proceeeds to say that "the women laughed 
heartily of this picture of the future" and well they might. 
More childish nonsense was never uttered even on this 
question. Mr Mitchell's championship of these picturesque 
Amazons seems to have carried him beyond the bounds of 
reason and common sense. The women, your report 
informs us, were not in the least depressed when Mr 
Mitchell and others spoke of their being in danger of want 
of employment and daily bread. This is surely sufficient 
proof that the women have no fear in regard to their future, 
but are ready to accept the inevitable, and that they are 
being used and paraded before the country by those whose 
motives in desiring to retain this form of labour are purely 
selfish. 
 
   The miners representatives in Parliament will be 
supported in the House of Commons by colliery owners in 
districts where women are not employed at coal pits in 
abolishing such labour. They will also be sided in their 
efforts to extend the period of protection for youths 
working in the mines from 16 to 18 years of age. It is found 
that boys are not so careful as more experienced miners. 
The Colliery Manager" of March 19th has the following 
remarks on the subject of the employment of boys in the 
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mines:- "Judging from the frequency with which mining 
boys are brought before the magistrates for breaking the 
regulations below ground, it may be assumed with 
reasonable certainty that not a few accidents are 
attributable to this cause. The propensity for mischief 
which is ineradicable from boyish nature seems to 
particularly distinguish the juvenile collier. If there be any 
dangerous part of the workings, there he is sure to betake 
himself; if he has charge of a pony, ride the animal he will, 
even if he has to bend double to avoid being smashed 
against the roof. He also enjoys a whiff of tobacco at times, 
while a naked light has as great a fascination for him as for 
a moth. As for putting up a danger signal to warn the 
incorrigible not to pass through some unsafe cutting, it is 
the very thing to tempt him to take that road, and no other" 
 
   Might not these lads take the place of women and girls on 
the pit bank as the latter are gradually removed. 
 
Yours etc. 
5th May 1886 
_______________________________________________ 
 
 
   The work of the pit brow girls was not always safe, and 
large numbers of them were killed or injured whilst at 
work. 
 
   The web site at: 
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.com/~stenhouse/coal/pbl/England/dieng.htm 
 
   Gives full details for the period 1851 to 1913 for all the 
female mining related deaths in England and makes 
fascinating (and rather sad) reading 
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_______________________________________________ 
 
   The largest collection of pit brow girl photographs that 
probably exists is at Trinity College Library, Cambridge 
where the entire Mumby Archives are held. 
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Shevington Colliery, 1867
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